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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service2009

Instructions for Schedule
M-3 (Form 1120-PC)
Net Income (Loss) Reconciliation for U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance
Companies With Total Assets of $10 Million or More

M-1 and must check box (1) 3. Foreign corporation A owns 100Section references are to the Internal
percent of both U.S. property andNon-consolidated return, at the top ofRevenue Code unless otherwise noted.
casualty insurance company B and U.S.page 1 of Schedule M-3.General Instructions property and casualty insurance company• Any U.S. consolidated tax group
C. C owns 100 percent of U.S. propertyconsisting of a U.S. parent corporation
and casualty insurance company D. Forand additional includible corporationsPurpose of Schedule
its 2009 tax year, A prepares alisted on Form 851, Affiliations Schedule,Schedule M-3, Part I, asks certain consolidated worldwide financialrequired to file Form 1120-PC that reportsquestions about the corporation’s statement for the ABCD consolidatedon Schedule L of Form 1120-PC totalfinancial statements and reconciles group. The ABCD consolidated financialconsolidated assets at the end of the taxfinancial statement net income (loss) for statement reports total year-end assets ofyear that equal or exceed $10 millionthe corporation (or consolidated financial $25 million. A is not required to file a U.S.must complete and file Schedule M-3statement group, if applicable), as income tax return. B files a separate U.S.instead of Schedule M-1, and must checkreported on Schedule M-3, Part I, line 4a, income tax return and reports separatebox (2) Consolidated return (Formto net income (loss) of the corporation for company total year-end assets on its1120-PC only), or (3) Mixed 1120/L/PCU.S. taxable income purposes, as Schedule L of $12 million. C files agroup, as applicable, at the top of page 1reported on Schedule M-3, Part I, line 11. consolidated U.S. income tax return withof Schedule M-3.
D and, after eliminating intercompanySchedule M-3, Parts II and III,

A U.S. property and casualty transactions between C and D, reportsreconcile financial statement net income
insurance company filing Form 1120-PC consolidated total year-end assets on(loss) for the U.S. corporation (or
that is not required to file Schedule M-3 Schedule L of $8 million. B is required toconsolidated tax group, if applicable), as
may voluntarily file Schedule M-3 in place file Schedule M-3 because its totalreported on Schedule M-3, Part I, line 11,
of Schedule M-1. A property and casualty year-end assets reported on Schedule Lto taxable income on Form 1120-PC,
insurance company filing Schedule M-3 exceed $10 million. The CD U.S.Schedule A, line 35 (or Schedule B, line
must check Item A, box 3, on Form consolidated tax group is not required to19, if applicable). For property and
1120-PC, page 1, indicating that file Schedule M-3 because its totalcasualty insurance companies that
Schedule M-3 is attached, whether year-end assets reported on Schedule Lprepare an annual statement, financial
required or voluntary. A property and do not exceed $10 million.statement net income (loss) should be
casualty insurance company filingreported on the statutory basis on
Schedule M-3 must not file Schedule M-1.Schedule M-3, Part I, line 11. Special Filing Requirements for

Mixed GroupsExample 1.Where To File If the parent company of a U.S.1. U.S. corporation A owns U.S.
If the corporation is required to file (or consolidated tax group files Formsubsidiary B and foreign subsidiary F. For
voluntarily files) Schedule M-3 (Form 1120-PC and files Schedule M-3, allits 2009 tax year, A prepares
1120-PC), the corporation must file Form members of the group must file Scheduleconsolidated financial statements with B
1120-PC and all attachments and M-3. However, if the parent corporation ofand F that report total assets of $12
schedules, including Schedule M-3 (Form a U.S. consolidated tax group files Formmillion. A files a consolidated U.S. income
1120-PC), with the Department of the 1120-PC and any member of the grouptax return with B and reports total
Treasury, Internal Revenue Service files a Form 1120 or Form 1120-L, U.S.consolidated assets on Schedule L of $8
Center, Ogden, UT 84201-0012. Life Insurance Company Income Taxmillion. A’s U.S. consolidated tax group is

Return, that member must file a Formnot required to file Schedule M-3 for the
1120 Schedule M-3 or a Form 1120-LWho Must File 2009 tax year.
Schedule M-3, respectively, and the2. U.S. property and casualty• Any domestic corporation or group of
group must comply with the mixed groupinsurance company C owns U.S. propertycorporations required to file Form
consolidated Schedule M-3 reportingand casualty insurance company D. For1120-PC, U.S. Property and Casualty
described in the section, Schedule M-3its 2009 tax year, C preparesInsurance Company Income Tax Return,
Consolidation for Mixed Groups (1120/L/consolidated financial statements with Dthat reports on Schedule L of Form
PC) on page 4 of these instructions. Abut C and D file separate U.S. income tax1120-PC total assets at the end of the
mixed group must also file Form 8916,returns. The consolidated accrual basiscorporation’s tax year that equal or
Reconciliation of Schedule M-3 Taxablefinancial statements for C and D reportexceed $10 million must complete and file
Income with Tax Return Taxable Incometotal assets at the end of the taxable yearSchedule M-3 instead of Schedule M-1,
for Mixed Groups, and, if applicable, Formof $12 million after intercompanyReconciliation of Income (Loss) per
8916-A, Supplemental Attachment toeliminations. C reports separate companyBooks With Income (Loss) per Return.
Schedule M-3.total year-end assets on its Schedule L of• A corporation filing a non-consolidated

$7 million. D reports separate companyForm 1120-PC that reports on Schedule L If the parent company of a U.S.
total year-end assets on its Schedule L offor Form 1120-PC total assets that equal consolidated tax group files Form
$6 million. Neither C nor D is required toor exceed $10 million must complete and 1120-PC and any member of the group
file Schedule M-3 for the 2009 tax year.file Schedule M-3 instead of Schedule files Form 1120 or Form 1120-L and the
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consolidated Schedule L reported in the group are prepared using an overall cash the property and casualty insurance
return includes the assets of all of the method of accounting, and (b) no company’s books and records reflect only
companies (insurance companies as well includible corporation in the U.S. tax-basis amounts.
as the non-insurance companies), in consolidated tax group prepares or is

Generally, total assets at the beginningorder to determine if the group meets the included in financial statements prepared
of the year (Schedule L, line 15, column$10 million threshold test for the on an accrual basis.
(b)) must equal total assets at the close ofrequirement to file Schedule M-3, use the Note. See the instructions for Part I, line the prior year (Schedule L, line 15,amount of total assets reported on 1, for a discussion of non-tax-basis column (d)). For each Schedule L balanceSchedule L of the consolidated return. If income statements and related sheet item reported for which there is athe parent company of a U.S. non-tax-basis balance sheets to be used difference between the current openingconsolidated tax group files Form in the preparation of Schedule M-3 and balance sheet amount and the prior1120-PC and any member of the group Form 1120-PC, Schedule L. closing balance sheet amount attach afiles Form 1120 or Form 1120-L and the
schedule that reports the balance sheetconsolidated Schedule L reported in the Other Form 1120-PC item, the prior closing amount, the currentreturn does not include the assets of one
opening amount, and a short explanationor more of the insurance companies in Schedules Affected by of the change. Such reasons for thesethe U.S. consolidated tax group, in order
differences include mergers andSchedule M-3to determine if the group meets the $10
acquisitions.million threshold test for the requirement Requirementsto file Schedule M-3, use the sum of the For purposes of measuring total assetsReport on Schedules L and Formamount of total assets reported on the at the end of the year, the corporation’s1120-PC, Schedule A (or Schedule B, ifconsolidated Schedule L plus the assets may not be netted or reduced byapplicable), amounts for the U.S.amounts of all assets reported on Forms the corporation’s liabilities. In addition,corporation or, if applicable, the U.S.1120 and 1120-L that are included in the total assets may not be reported as aconsolidated tax group.consolidated return but not included on negative amount. If Schedule L isthe consolidated Schedule L. Schedule L prepared on a non-tax-basis method, an

For insurance companies included in investment in a partnership may beIf a non-tax-basis income statement and
the consolidated U.S. income tax return, shown as appropriate under therelated non-tax-basis balance sheet are
see instructions for Part I, lines 10a, 10b, corporation’s non-tax-basis method ofprepared for any purpose for a period
10c, and 11, and Part II, line 7, for accounting, including, if required by theending with or within the tax year,
guidance on Schedule M-3 reporting of corporation’s reporting methodology, theSchedule L must be prepared showing
intercompany dividends and statutory equity method of accounting fornon-tax-basis amounts. See the
accounting adjustments. investments. If Schedule L is prepared ondiscussion in the instructions for Schedule

a tax-basis, an investment by theM-3, Part I, line 1, of non-tax-basisOther Issues Affecting corporation in a partnership must beincome statements and related
shown as an asset and measured by thenon-tax-basis balance sheets preparedSchedule M-3 Filing corporation’s adjusted basis in itsfor any purpose and the impact on the
partnership interest. Any liabilitiesRequirements selection of the income statement used
contributing to such adjusted basis mustfor Schedule M-3 and the relatedIf a property and casualty insurance
be shown on Schedule L as corporatenon-tax-basis balance sheet amounts thatcompany was required to file Schedule
liabilities.must be used for Schedule L.M-3 for the preceding tax year but reports

on Schedule L of Form 1120-PC total Total assets shown on Schedule L, Schedule M-2consolidated assets at the end of the line 15, column (d), must equal the total
The amount shown on Schedule M-2, linecurrent tax year of less than $10 million, assets of the property and casualty
2, Net income (loss) per books, mustthe property and casualty insurance insurance company (or, in the case of a
equal the amount shown on Schedulecompany is not required to file Schedule U.S. consolidated tax group, the total
M-3, Part I, line 11. Schedule M-2 mustM-3 for the current tax year. The property assets of all members of the group listed
reflect activity only of corporationsand casualty insurance company may on Form 851) as of the last day of the tax
included in the consolidated U.S. incomevoluntarily file Schedule M-3 for the year, and must be the same total assets
tax return.current tax year. If for a subsequent tax reported by the property and casualty

year the property and casualty insurance insurance company (or by each member Consolidated Return (Formcompany is required to file Schedule M-3, of the U.S. consolidated tax group) in the
the property and casualty insurance 1120-PC)non-tax-basis financial statements, if any,
company must complete Schedule M-3 in Report on Form 1120-PC each item ofused for Schedule M-3. If the property
its entirety (Part I and all columns in Parts income, gain, loss, expense, or deductionand casualty insurance company
II and III) for that subsequent tax year. net of elimination entries for intercompanyprepares non-tax-basis financial

transactions between includibleIn the case of a U.S. consolidated tax statements, Schedule L must equal the
corporations. The corporation must notgroup, total assets at the end of the tax sum of the non-tax-basis financial
report as dividends on Form 1120-PC,year must be determined based on the statement total assets for each
Schedule A, any amounts received fromtotal year-end assets of all includible corporation listed on Form 851 and
an includible corporation unless thecorporations listed on Form 851, net of included in the consolidated U.S. income
corporation receiving the intercompanyeliminations for intercompany tax return (includible corporation) net of
dividends is an insurance company andtransactions and balances between the eliminations for intercompany
only to the extent that the insuranceincludible corporations. In addition, for transactions between includible
company is required to includepurposes of determining for Schedule M-3 corporations. If the property and casualty
intercompany dividends in taxablewhether the corporation (or U.S. insurance company does not prepare
income. (See the instructions for Part I,consolidated tax group) has total assets non-tax-basis financial statements,
lines 10a, 10b, 10c, and 11, for aat the end of the current tax year of $10 Schedule L must be based on the
discussion of intercompany dividends andmillion or more, the corporation’s total property and casualty company’s books
insurance company statutory accounting.)consolidated assets must be determined and records. The Schedule L balance
In general, dividends received from anon an overall accrual method of sheet may show tax-basis balance sheet
includible corporation must be eliminatedaccounting unless both of the following amounts if the property and casualty
in consolidation rather than offset by theapply: (a) the tax returns of all includible insurance company is allowed to use
dividends-received deduction.corporations in the U.S. consolidated tax books and records for Schedule M-3 and
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instructions by the trust or nominee ending December 31, 2008. OnEntity Considerations for arrangement. September 16, 2009, DS1, DS2, DS3,
FS1, and FS2 each acquire a 10 percentSchedule M-3 A reportable entity partner with respect
partnership interest in partnership Kto a partnership (as defined above) mustFor purposes of Schedule M-3, which files Form 1065 for the tax yearreport the following to the partnershipreferences to the classification of an entity ending December 31, 2009. P is deemedwithin 30 days of first becoming a(for example, as a corporation, a to own, directly or indirectly (under thesereportable entity partner and, after firstpartnership, or a trust) are references to instructions), all corporate andreporting to the partnership under thesethe treatment of the entity for U.S. income partnership interests of DS1, DS2, DS3,instructions, thereafter within 30 days oftax purposes. An entity that generally is as the parent of the tax consolidationthe date of any change in the interest itdisregarded as separate from its owner group and therefore is deemed to own 30owns or is deemed to own, directly orfor U.S. income tax purposes percent of K on September 16, 2009. P isindirectly, under these instructions, in the(disregarded entity) must not be deemed to own, directly or indirectlypartnership: (1) its name, (2) its mailingseparately reported on Schedule M-3 (under these instructions), all corporateaddress, (3) its taxpayer identificationexcept, if required, on Part I, line 7a or 7b. and partnership interests of FS1 and FS2number (TIN or EIN) if applicable, (4) itsOn Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, any as the owner of 50 percent or more ofentity or organization type, (5) the state oritem of income, gain, loss, deduction, or each corporation by vote and therefore iscountry in which it is organized, (6) thecredit of a disregarded entity must be deemed to own 20 percent of K ondate on which it first became a reportablereported as an item of its owner. In September 16, 2009. P is thereforeentity partner, (7) the date with respect toparticular, the income or loss of a deemed to own 50 percent of K onwhich it is reporting a change in itsdisregarded entity must not be reported September 16, 2009. Since P owns or isownership interest in the partnership, ifon Part II, lines 9, 10, or 11 as a separate deemed to own, directly or indirectlyapplicable, (8) the interest in thepartnership or other pass-through. The (under these instructions), 50 percent orpartnership it owns or is deemed to ownfinancial statement income or loss of a more of K on September 16, 2009, andin the partnership, directly or indirectly (asdisregarded entity is included on Part I, was required to complete Schedule M-3defined under these instructions) as of theline 7a or 7b, only if its financial statement with its most recently filed U.S. incomedate with respect to which it is reporting,income or loss is included on Part I, line tax return filed prior to that date, P is aand (9) any change in that interest as of11, but not on Part I, line 4a. reportable entity partner of K as ofthe date with respect to which it is
September 16, 2009. On October 5,reporting.Reportable Entity Partner 2009, P reports to K that P is a reportable

The reportable entity partner mustReporting Responsibilities entity partner as of September 16, 2009,
retain copies of required reports it makes deemed to own (under theseA reportable entity partner with respect to to partnerships under these instructions. instructions), a 50 percent interest in K. Ka partnership filing Form 1065 is an entity Each partnership must retain copies of is, therefore, required to completethat (1) owns or is deemed to own, the required reports it receives under Schedule M-3 when it files its Form 1065directly or indirectly, under these these instructions from reportable entity for its tax year ending December 31,instructions a 50 percent or greater partners. 2009.interest in the income, loss, or capital of

Example 2.the partnership on any day of the tax
1. A, an LLC filing a Form 1065 foryear, and (2) was required to complete Consolidated Schedule

2009, is owned 50 percent by U.S.Schedule M-3 on its most recently filed
property and casualty insurance company M-3 Versus ConsolidatingU.S. income tax return or return of income
Z. A owns 50 percent of B, C, D, and E,filed prior to that day. Schedules M-3 for Formwhich are also LLCs filing a Form 1065

For the purposes of these instructions, for calendar year 2009. Z was first 1120-PC Groups
the following rules apply: (1) the parent required to complete Form 1120-PC A consolidated tax return group with acorporation of a consolidated tax group is Schedule M-3 for its corporate tax year parent corporation that files a Formdeemed to own all corporate and ended December 31, 2008, and filed its 1120-PC is a mixed group if any memberpartnership interests owned or deemed to Schedule M-3 with Form 1120-PC for is a life insurance company (files Formbe owned under these instructions by any 2008 on September 15, 2009. As of 1120-L, U.S. Life Insurance Companymember of the tax consolidated group; (2) September 16, 2009, Z was a reportable Income Tax Return) or is not anthe owner of a disregarded entity is entity partner with respect to A and, insurance company. See the discussion,deemed to own all corporate and through A, with respect to B, C, D, and E. Schedule M-3 Consolidation for Mixedpartnership interests owned or deemed to On October 5, 2009, Z reports to A, B, C, Groups (1120/L/PC).be owned under these instructions by the D, and E, as it is required to do within 30

A U.S. consolidated tax group must filedisregarded entity; (3) the owner of 50 days of September 16, that Z is a
a consolidated Schedule M-3. Parts I, II,percent or more of a corporation by vote reportable entity partner directly owning
and III of the consolidated Schedule M-3on any day of the corporation tax year is (with respect to A) or deemed to own
must reflect the activity of the entire U.S.deemed to own all corporate and indirectly (with respect to B, C, D, and E)
consolidated tax group. The parentpartnership interests owned or deemed to a 50 percent interest. Therefore, because
corporation also must complete Parts IIbe owned under these instructions by the Z was a reportable entity partner for 2009,
and III of a separate Schedule M-3 tocorporation during the corporation tax each of A, B, C, D, and E is required to
reflect the parent’s own activity. Inyear; (4) the owner of 50 percent or more complete Form 1065 Schedule M-3 for
addition, Parts II and III of a separateof partnership income, loss, or capital on 2009, regardless of whether they would
Schedule M-3 must be completed byany day of the partnership tax year is otherwise be required to complete
each includible corporation to reflect thedeemed to own all corporate and Schedule M-3 for that year.
activity of that includible corporation.partnership interests owned or deemed to 2. P, a U.S. property and casualty
Lastly, it generally will be necessary tobe owned under these instructions by the insurance company, is the parent of a
complete Parts II and III of a separatepartnership during the partnership tax financial consolidation group with 50
Schedule M-3 for consolidationyear; and (5) the beneficial owner of 50 domestic subsidiaries DS1 through DS50
eliminations.percent or more of the beneficial interest and 50 foreign subsidiaries FS1 through

of a trust or nominee arrangement on any FS50, all 100 percent owned on If a U.S. consolidated tax group that is
day of the trust or nominee arrangement September 16, 2009. On September 15, not a mixed group consists of four
tax year is deemed to own all corporate 2009, P filed a consolidated tax return on includible corporations (the parent and
and partnership interests owned or Form 1120-PC and was required to three subsidiaries) all filing Form
deemed to be owned under these complete Schedule M-3 for the tax year 1120-PC, the U.S. consolidated tax group

-3-Instructions for Schedule M-3 (Form 1120-PC) (2009)
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must complete six Schedules M-3 as must be one Part II and one Part III for 1120-PC, or 1120-L, as applicable,
follows: (a) one consolidated Schedule each subgroup’s sub-consolidated Schedule M-3, Part II, line 29a, columns
M-3 with Parts I, II, and III completed to amounts and one Part II and one Part III (a), (b), (c), and (d), and equal the sum of
reflect the activity of the entire U.S. for each subgroup’s sub-consolidation the line amounts on Part II, lines 26
consolidated tax group; (b) Parts II and III eliminations amounts. through 28. For a mixed group, Schedule
of a separate Schedule M-3 for each of M-3, Part II, lines 29b, 29c, and 30 areAt the mixed group consolidated level,
the four includible corporations to reflect blank on the Forms 1120, 1120-PC, orthere must be a consolidated Schedule
the activity of each includible corporation; 1120-L, as applicable, for the separateM-3, Part II, and, if applicable, a Part II for
and (c) Parts II and III of a separate corporations (parent and subsidiary) andconsolidation eliminations not includible in
Schedule M-3 to eliminate intercompany for the three subgroupthe subgroup eliminations. At the
transactions between includible sub-consolidations.consolidated level there must also be a
corporations and to include limitations on Note. A sub-consolidation is required forconsolidated Schedule M-3 Part I and a
deductions (e.g., charitable contribution every subgroup, even if the subgroupconsolidated Form 8916. For a mixed
limitations and capital loss limitations) and consists of only one corporation. Ingroup, there is no Schedule M-3 Part III at
carryover amounts (e.g., charitable addition, Form 8916-A, if applicable, isthe consolidated level. At the
contribution carryovers and capital loss required at the sub-consolidated level andconsolidated level, use the Schedule M-3
carryovers). See the discussion, the sub-consolidated elimination level.form (1120, 1120-PC, 1120-L) Parts I and
Completion of Schedule M-3 and Certain II that match the form on which the parent Reconciliation of Mixed GroupAllocations, Limitations, and Carryovers. corporation reports and the entire Subgroup Sub-ConsolidationNote. Complete only one Schedule M-3, consolidated group files.

Amounts to Schedule M-3 Part I,Part I, for each consolidated group. A The corporation must check the Line 11, and to Tax Return Taxablesubsidiary of a consolidated group does applicable mixed group checkboxes on all
Incomenot complete Schedule M-3, Part I. Enter Schedules M-3, Parts I, II, and III, as

on Part I the name and EIN of the At the consolidated level, use thediscussed below.
common parent of the consolidated Schedule M-3 form (1120, 1120-PC,

Subgroup Sub-Consolidation: 1120group. 1120-L) Parts I and II that matches the
Subgroup, 1120-PC Subgroup, and form on which the parent corporationIndicate on each Schedule M-3, Parts
1120-L Subgroup reports and the entire consolidated groupII and III, on the line after the common

files. For a mixed group, the consolidatedparent’s name and EIN, whether the A subgroup Schedule M-3, Parts II and III,
Schedule M-3, Part II, lines 29a, 29b, andSchedule M-3, Parts II and III, is for the: sub-consolidation must be prepared with
29c amounts report the applicable(1) consolidated group; (2) parent all necessary eliminations within the
amounts from the three subgroupcorporation; (3) consolidation subgroup for each of the three possible
sub-consolidation Part II, line 29aeliminations; or (4) subsidiary corporation, subgroups that are in fact present: one
amounts. (If a consolidated level Part IIby checking the appropriate box. If Parts subgroup for those corporations reporting
for consolidation eliminations notII and III are for a subsidiary in a on Form 1120; one subgroup for those
includible in the subgroup eliminations isconsolidated return, also enter the name corporations reporting on Form 1120-PC;
applicable, the applicable amounts mustand EIN of the subsidiary. and one subgroup for those reporting on
be adjusted by the applicable eliminationForm 1120-L. The parent corporation isSchedule M-3 Consolidation for amounts.) The consolidated Scheduleincluded in the subgroup that corresponds

Mixed Groups (1120/L/PC) M-3, Part II, line 30, amounts are theto the form on which it reports and the
sums of the applicable amounts on theentire consolidated group files. ForSpecial Schedule M-3 consolidation rules
consolidated Part II, lines 29a, 29b, andexample, in the case of a Form 1120-PCapply to a mixed group, that is, a
29c. For a mixed group, the consolidatedparent and Form 1120-PC consolidatedconsolidated tax group that (1) includes
Part II, lines 1 through 28 are blank andgroup, the parent is included in the Formboth a corporation that is an insurance
no consolidated Part III is required to be1120-PC subgroup sub-consolidation.company and a corporation that is not an
completed.Each subgroup uses its own Scheduleinsurance company, or (2) includes both a

M-3 form (1120, 1120-PC, 1120-L), Partslife insurance company and a property For mixed groups, the consolidated
II and III, for each corporation within theand casualty insurance company, or (3) Part II, line 30, column (a), must equal
subgroup and for the subgroupincludes a life insurance company, a Part I, line 11, with appropriate
sub-consolidation and the subgroupproperty and casualty insurance adjustments for statutory accounting
eliminations.company, and a corporation that is not an requirements reflected on Part I, lines 10a

insurance company. and 10b. The consolidated taxableThe three subgroup sub-consolidation
income indicated on Part II, line 30,taxable income calculations on ScheduleMixed group consolidation for
column (d), must equal the amount shownM-3 must follow the separate returnSchedule M-3, Parts II and III, requires (1)
on Form 8916, line 1. Form 8916, line 8,requirements of the regulation undersubgroup sub-consolidation of the 1120
must equal taxable income reported onsection 1502 and all other applicablesubgroup, the 1120-PC subgroup, and
the tax return.regulations taking into account thethe 1120-L subgroup, each with its own

amounts separately reported on Formsub-consolidated Schedule M-3 Parts II Completion of Mixed Group
8916. Capital loss limitation andand III, and (2) consolidation of the Checkboxes for Schedule M-3 Partcarryforward used and charitablesubgroup sub-consolidation totals on a II and Part IIIdeduction limitation and carryforwardconsolidated Schedule M-3 Part II that

The following discussion of checkboxesused are not taken into account in theties to a consolidated Schedule M-3 Part I
will assume that the 1120-PC subgroupdetermination of the three subgroupand a consolidated Form 8916,
includes the corporate parent of thesub-consolidated taxable incomes onReconciliation of Schedule M-3 Taxable
mixed group.Schedule M-3, but are reflected on FormIncome with Tax Return Taxable Income

8916 and in the calculation of the life/for Mixed Groups. Forms 1120, 1120-PC, and 1120-L,
non-life loss limitation and carryforward Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, each haveIn addition to one Schedule M-3 Part II
used. See the discussion, Life/Non-Life a checkbox (5) at the top indicating aand one Schedule M-3 Part III for each
Loss Limitation and Carryforward Used mixed group. Checkbox (5) and one orcorporation in the three subgroup
Calculations. more other applicable checkboxes mustsub-consolidations, there will be generally

be checked for a mixed group.a total of six additional Schedule M-3 The reconciliation totals for book,
Parts II and six additional Schedule M-3 temporary difference, permanent For example, an 1120-PC parent
Parts III for the subgroup difference, and taxable income for each corporation included in the 1120-PC
sub-consolidations. Specifically, there subgroup are reported on Forms 1120, subgroup must check Form 1120-PC
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Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, boxes (2) consolidated Schedule M-3 and on theCompletion of Schedule consolidating Schedule M-3 forParent corporation and (5) Mixed 1120/L/
consolidation eliminations (or on FormPC group. An 1120-PC subsidiary M-3 and Certain
8916 in the case of a mixed group).corporation within the 1120-PC subgroup Allocations, Limitations,must check Form 1120-PC Schedule M-3, If an includible corporation has (1) no

Parts II and III, boxes (4) Subsidiary and Carryovers activity for the tax year (e.g., because the
corporation and (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC corporation is a dormant or inactiveA corporation (or any member of a U.S.
group. An 1120 subsidiary corporation corporation), (2) no amount for theconsolidated tax group) required to file
within the 1120 subgroup must check corporation was included in Part I, line 11,Schedule M-3 must complete the form in
Form 1120 Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, and (3) the corporation has no amounts toits entirety. In particular, a corporation

report on Part II and Part III of Scheduleboxes (4) Subsidiary corporation and (5) filing a nonconsolidated return that meets
M-3 for the tax year, the parentMixed 1120/L/PC group. An 1120-L the filing requirements for Schedule M-3
corporation of the U.S. consolidated taxsubsidiary corporation within the 1120-L must complete Parts I, II, and III. Such a
group may attach to the consolidatedsubgroup must check Form 1120-L corporation does not check any of the
Schedule M-3 a statement that providescheckboxes at the top of Parts II and III.Schedule M-3 Parts II and III, boxes (4)
the name and EIN of the includibleIn the case of a U.S. consolidated taxSubsidiary corporation and (5) Mixed
corporation in lieu of filing a blank Part IIgroup, Part I must be completed once, on1120/L/PC group.
and Part III of Schedule M-3 for suchthe consolidated Schedule M-3, by the
entity. On Part I check box (4) Dormantparent corporation. Parts II and III mustThe 1120 subgroup sub-consolidation subsidiaries schedule attached.be completed by the parent corporation,Form 1120 Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, each includible corporation, and amust be indicated by checking boxes (5) consolidating eliminations entity.Mixed 1120/L/PC group and (6) 1120

At the time the Form 1120-PC is filed,group for the sub-consolidation, and by Specific Instructions
all applicable questions must bechecking boxes (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC
answered on Part I, all columns must begroup, and (7) 1120 eliminations for the Part I. Financialcompleted on Parts II and III, and alleliminations. The 1120-PC subgroup
numerical data required by Schedule M-3 Information and Netsub-consolidation Form 1120-PC
must be provided. Any schedule requiredSchedule M-3, Parts II and III, must be Income (Loss)to support a line item on Schedule M-3indicated by checking boxes (5) Mixed
must be attached at the time Schedule Reconciliation1120/L/PC group and (6) 1120-PC group M-3 is filed and must provide thefor the sub-consolidation and by checking information required for that line item. When To Complete Part Iboxes (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC group, and

All detailed schedules for Part II and Part I must be completed for any tax year(7) 1120-PC eliminations for the
Part III of Schedule M-3 must be attached for which the property and casualtyeliminations. The 1120-L subgroup
for each separate entity included in the insurance company files Schedule M-3.sub-consolidation Form 1120-L Schedule
Consolidated Part II and Part III, including Check either box (1) Non-consolidatedM-3, Parts II and III, must be indicated by
those for the parent company and the return, (2) Consolidated return (Formchecking boxes (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC
eliminations entity, if applicable. It is not 1120-PC only), or (3) Mixed 1120/L/PCgroup and (6) 1120-L group for the
required that the same supporting group, as applicable. In addition, checksub-consolidation and by checking boxes detailed information be presented for Part box (4) Dormant subsidiaries schedule(5) Mixed 1120/L/PC group, and (7) II and Part III of the consolidated attached, if applicable.1120-L eliminations, for the eliminations. Schedule M-3.

Line 1. Questions Regarding
If an item attributable to an includibleA mixed group with a Form 1120-PC the Type of Income Statementcorporation is not shared by or allocatedparent corporation completes a Preparedto the appropriate member of the groupconsolidated level Form 1120-PC For Schedule M-3, Part I, lines 1 throughbut is retained in the parent corporation’s

Schedule M-3, Parts I and II, and a 12, use only the financial statements offinancial statements (or books and
consolidated Form 8916. The mixed the U.S. property and casualty insurancerecords, if applicable), then the item must
group consolidated Schedule M-3, Part II, company filing the U.S. income tax returnbe reported by the parent corporation in
must be indicated by checking boxes (1) (the consolidated financial statements forits separate Schedule M-3. For example,
consolidated group and (5) Mixed 1120/L/ the U.S. parent corporation of a U.S.if the parent of a U.S. consolidated tax
PC group. (If a consolidated level Part II consolidated tax group). If the U.S.group prepares financial statements that
for consolidation eliminations not property and casualty insurance companyinclude all members of the U.S.
includible in the subgroup eliminations is filing a U.S. income tax return (or the U.S.consolidated tax group and the parent
applicable, that Part II must be indicated parent corporation of a U.S. consolidateddoes not allocate the group’s income tax
by checking boxes (3) Consolidated tax group) prepares its own financialexpense as reflected in the financial
eliminations and (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC statements but is controlled by anotherstatements among the members of the

corporation (U.S. or foreign) that preparesgroup but retains it in the parentgroup.)
financial statements that include the U.S.corporation, the parent corporation must
corporation, the U.S. corporation (or thereport on its separate Schedule M-3 theLife/Non-Life Loss Limitation and U.S. parent corporation of a U.S.U.S. consolidated tax group’s income tax

Carryforward Used Calculations consolidated tax group) must use for itsexpense as reflected in the financial
The applicable life/non-life loss limitation Schedule M-3, Part I, its own financialstatements.
and all carryforward used calculations are statements and not the financialAny adjustments made at the

statements of the controlling corporation.made using the amounts determined for consolidated group level that are not
taxable income in the three subgroup attributable to any specific member of the If a non-publicly traded U.S. parent
sub-consolidations and other applicable U.S. consolidated tax group (e.g., property casualty insurance company of a
amounts separately reported on Form disallowance of net capital losses, U.S. consolidated tax group prepares
8916. The calculated life/non-life loss contribution deduction carryovers, and financial statements and that group
limitation or carryforward used amounts, if limitation of contribution deductions) must includes a publicly traded subsidiary that
any, are not entered on Schedule M-3. not be reported on the separate files financial statements with the
The calculated amounts, if any, are consolidating parent or subsidiary Securities and Exchange Commission
entered on Form 8916. Schedules M-3 but rather on the (SEC), the consolidated financial
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statements of the parent property and the first listed of the accounting standards U.S. as determined by the property and
casualty insurance company are the listed above shall be used. casualty insurance company. If the
appropriate financial statements for property and casualty insurance companyIf no non-tax-basis financial
purposes of completing Part I. Do not use has more than one class of publiclystatements are prepared for a U.S.
any separate company financial traded voting common stock, attach a listproperty and casualty insurance company
statements that might be prepared for of the classes of publicly traded voting(or, in the case of a U.S. consolidated tax
publicly traded subsidiaries. common stock and the trading symbolgroup, for the U.S. parent corporation’s

and the nine-digit CUSIP number of eachconsolidated group) filing Schedule M-3Non-Tax-Basis Financial class.(Form 1120-PC), the U.S. property andStatements and Tax-Basis casualty insurance company (or the U.S. Line 4. Worldwide ConsolidatedFinancial Statements parent corporation of a U.S. consolidated Net Income (Loss) per IncomeA tax basis income statement is allowed tax group) must check “No” on questions Statementfor Schedule M-3 and a tax-basis balance 1a, 1b, and 1c, skip Part I, lines 2a
sheet for Schedule L only if no Report on Part I, line 4a, the worldwidethrough 3c, and enter the net income
non-tax-basis income statement and no consolidated net income (loss) per the(loss) per the books and records of the
non-tax-basis balance sheet were income statement (or books and records,U.S. property and casualty insurance
prepared for any purpose and the books if applicable). A corporation filing acompany (or U.S. consolidated tax group)
and records of the corporation reflect only non-consolidated Form 1120-PC for itselfon Part I, line 4a.
tax-basis amounts. The corporation is must report its worldwide income on PartIf no non-tax-basis financialdeemed to have non-tax-basis income I, line 4a.statements are prepared for a U.S.statements and the related non-tax-basis In completing Schedule M-3, theproperty and casualty insurance companybalance sheets for the current tax year for property and casualty insurance company(or, in the case of a U.S. consolidated taxpurposes of Schedule M-3 and Schedule must use financial statement amountsgroup, for the U.S. parent corporation’sL if such non-tax-basis financial from the financial statement type checkedconsolidated group) filing Form 1120statements were prepared for and “Yes” on Part I, line 1, or from its booksSchedule M-3, and the U.S. property andpresented to management, creditors, and records if Part I, line 1c, is checkedcasualty insurance company is owned byshareholders, government regulators, and “No.” If Part I, line 1a, is checked “Yes,”a foreign corporation that preparesany other third parties for a period ending report on Part I, line 4a, the net incomefinancial statements that include the U.S.with or within the tax year. amount reported in the income statementcorporation (or the U.S. parent

presented to the SEC on the corporation’sIf a Form 10-K is filed with the SEC for corporation’s consolidated group), the
Form 10-K (the Form 10-K for the securitythe period ending with or within the tax U.S. corporation (or the U.S. parent
identified on Part I, line 3b, if applicable).year, the corporation must check “Yes,” corporation of the U.S. consolidated tax

for Part I, line 1a, and use that income group) must check “No” on questions 1a, If a property and casualty insurance
statement for Schedule M-3. If Form 10-K 1b, and 1c, skip Part I, lines 2a through company prepares non-tax-basis financial
is not filed and a non-tax-basis income 3c, and enter the net income (loss) per statements, the amount on Part I, line 4a,
statement is prepared that is a certified the books and records of the U.S. must equal the financial statement net
non-tax-basis income statement for the corporation (or U.S. consolidated tax income (loss) for the income statement
period ending with or within the tax year, group) on Part I, line 4a. period ending with or within the tax year
the corporation must check “Yes,” for Part as indicated on line Part I, 2a.Line 2. Questions RegardingI, line 1b, and use that income statement

If the property and casualty insuranceIncome Statement Period andfor Schedule M-3. If Form 10-K is not filed
company prepares non-tax-basis financialRestatementsand no certified non-tax-basis income
statements and the income statementstatement is prepared for the period Enter the beginning and ending dates on period differs from the corporation’s taxending with or within the tax year, the line 2a for the property and casualty year, the income statement periodcorporation must check “Yes,” for Part I, insurance company’s income statement indicated on Part I, line 2a, applies forline 1c, and use that income statement for period ending with or within this tax year. purposes of Part I, lines 4a through 8.Schedule M-3. The questions on Part I, lines 2b and If the property and casualty insuranceOrder of priority in accounting 2c, regarding income statement company does not prepare non-tax-basisstandards. If no Form 10-K is filed and restatements, refer to the worldwide financial statements, and has checkedtwo or more non-tax-basis income consolidated income statement issued by “No” on Part I, line 1c, enter the netstatements are both certified the corporation filing the U.S. income tax income (loss) per the books and recordsnon-tax-basis income statements for the return (the consolidated financial of the U.S. corporation or the U.S.period, the income statement prepared statements for the U.S. parent corporation consolidated tax group on Part I, line 4a.according to the following order of priority of a U.S. consolidated tax group) and

Indicate on Part I, line 4b, which of thein accounting standards shall be used. used to prepare Schedule M-3. Answer
following accounting standards were used“Yes” on lines 2b and/or 2c if the property1. U.S. Generally Accepted
for line 4a.and casualty insurance company’sAccounting Principles (GAAP).

income statement has been restated for 1. U.S. Generally Accepted2. International Financial Reporting
any reason. Attach a short explanation of Accounting Principles (GAAP).Standards (IFRS).
the reasons for the restatement in net 2. International Financial Reporting3. Any other International Accounting
income for each annual income statement Standards (IFRS).Standards (IAS).
period that is restated, including the 3. Statutory.4. Statutory accounting for insurance
original amount and restated amount of 4. Other (Specify).companies.
each annual statement period’s net5. Other regulatory accrual

Report on Part I, lines 5a through 10,income. The attached schedule is notaccounting.
as instructed below, all adjustmentrequired to report restatements on an6. Any other accrual accounting
amounts required to adjust worldwide netentity-by-entity basis.standard.
income (loss) reported on this Part I, line7. Any fair market value standard. Line 3. Questions Regarding 4a (whether from financial statements or8. Any cash basis standard. Publicly Traded Voting books and records), to net income (loss)
of includible corporations that must beCommon StockIf no non-tax-basis income statement
reported on Part I, line 11.is certified and two or more non-tax-basis The primary U.S. publicly traded voting

income statements are prepared, the common stock class is the most widely Report on line 12a the worldwide
income statement prepared according to held or most heavily traded within the consolidated total assets and total
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liabilities amounts for the corporation total assets and total liabilities reported on amounts of all such consolidation and
using the same financial statements (or elimination entries must be reported on aPart I, line 12b. The amounts of income
book and records) used for the worldwide separate line on the attached schedule,(loss) detailed on the supporting schedule
consolidated income (loss) amount so that the separate financial accountingshould be reported for each separate
reported on Part I, line 4a. income (loss) of each nonincludible U.S.nonincludible foreign entity without regard

entity remains separately stated. Forto the effect of consolidation orIf a U.S. property and casualty
example, if the net income (afterelimination entries. If there areinsurance company (a) has net income
consolidation and elimination entries) of aconsolidation or elimination entries(loss) included on Part I, line 4a, and
nonincludible U.S. sub-consolidatedrelating to nonincludible foreign entitiesremoved on Part I, line 6a or 6b, on
group is being reported on line 6a, thewhose income (loss) is reported on theanother U.S. corporation’s Schedule M-3,
attached supporting schedule shouldattached schedule that are not reportable(b) files its own Form 1120-PC (separate
report the income (loss) of each separateon Part I, line 8, the net amounts of allor consolidated), (c) does not have a
nonincludible U.S. legal entity from eachsuch consolidation and elimination entriesseparate non-tax-basis financial
such entity’s own financial accounting netmust be reported on a separate line onstatement (certified or otherwise) of its
income statement or books and records,the attached schedule, so that theown, and (d) reports on Schedule L of its
and any consolidation or eliminationseparate financial accounting incomeown Form 1120-PC total consolidated
entries (for intercompany dividends,(loss) of each nonincludible foreign entityassets that equal or exceed $10 million at
minority interests, etc.) not reportable onremains separately stated. For example, ifthe end of the corporation’s tax year, the
Part I, line 8, should be reported on thethe net income (after consolidation andproperty and casualty insurance company
attached supporting schedule as a netelimination entries) of a nonincludiblemust answer questions 1a, 1b, and 1c of
amount on a line separate and apart fromforeign sub-consolidated group is beingPart I as appropriate for its own Form
lines that report each nonincludible U.S.reported on line 5a, the attached1120-PC and must report on Part I, line
entity’s separate net income (loss).supporting schedule should report the4a, the amount for the corporation’s net

income (loss) of each separateincome (loss) that is removed on Part I, Lines 7a, 7b, and 7c. Netnonincludible foreign legal entity fromline 6a or 6b of the other corporation’s Income (Loss) of Other Foreigneach such entity’s own financialSchedule M-3. However, if in the Disregarded Entities, Netaccounting net income statement orcircumstances described immediately
Income (Loss) of Other U.S.books and records, and any consolidationabove, the property and casualty

or elimination entries (for intercompany Disregarded Entities, and Netinsurance company does have separate
dividends, minority interests, etc.) notnon-tax-basis financial statements Income (Loss) of Other
reportable on Part I, line 8, should be(certified or otherwise) of its own, Includible Entitiesreported on the attached supportingindependent of the amount of the Include on line 7a, 7b, or line 7c, theschedule as a net amount on a linecorporation’s net income included in Part financial net income or (loss) of eachseparate and apart from lines that reportI, line 4a, of the other U.S. corporation, foreign or U.S. disregarded entity or othereach nonincludible foreign entity’sthe corporation must answer questions includible corporation that is not includedseparate net income (loss).1a, 1b, and 1c of Part I, as appropriate, in the consolidated financial group andfor its own Form 1120-PC, based on its therefore not included in the incomeLine 6. Net Income (Loss) ofown separate income statement, and reported on Part I, line 4a. Include on lineNonincludible U.S. Entitiesmust report on Part I, line 4a, the net 7a or 7b the financial net income or (loss)income amounts shown on its separate Remove the financial net income (line 6a) of any disregarded entity that is notincome statement. or loss (line 6b) included on Part I, line included in the income reported on Part I,
4a, for each U.S. entity that is not anNote. See the instructions for Part I, line line 4a, but is included on Part I, line 11
includible corporation in the U.S.10, for adjustments that may be (other disregarded entities). Include on
consolidated tax group (nonincludiblenecessary to reconcile financial statement line 7c the financial net income or (loss)
U.S. entity). In addition, on Part I, line 8,income to statutory income for the of any entity not a disregarded entity that
adjust for consolidation eliminations andproperty and casualty insurance is not included in the income reported on
correct for minority interest andcompany. Part I, line 4a, but is included on line 11
intercompany dividends between any (other includible corporations). In addition,Line 5. Net Income (Loss) of nonincludible U.S. entity and any on Part I, line 8, adjust for consolidation
includible corporation. Do not remove inNonincludible Foreign Entities eliminations and correct for minority
Part I the financial net income (loss) ofRemove the financial net income (line 5a) interest and intercompany dividends for
any nonincludible U.S. entity accountedor loss (line 5b) of each foreign entity that any other disregarded entity or other
for on Part I, line 4a, using the equityis included on Part I, line 4a, and is not an includible corporations.
method.includible corporation in the U.S. Attach a supporting schedule that

consolidated tax group (nonincludible Attach a supporting schedule that provides the name, EIN, and net income
foreign entity). In addition, on Part I, line provides the name, EIN, and net income (loss) per the financial statement or books
8, adjust for consolidation eliminations (loss) included on Part I, line 4a, that is and records for each separate other
and correct for minority interest and removed on this line 6 for each separate disregarded entity or other includible
intercompany dividends between any nonincludible U.S. entity. Also state the entity reported on line 7. Also state the
nonincludible foreign entity and any total assets and total liabilities for each total assets and total liabilities for each
includible corporation. Do not remove in such separate nonincludible U.S. entity such separate included entity and include
Part I the financial net income (loss) of and include those assets and liabilities those assets and liabilities amounts in the
any nonincludible foreign entity accounted amounts in the total assets and total total assets and total liabilities reported on
for on Part I, line 4a, using the equity liabilities reported on Part I, line 12c. The Part I, line 12d. The amounts of income
method. amounts of income (loss) detailed on the (loss) detailed on the supporting schedule

supporting schedule should be reportedAttach a supporting schedule that should be reported for each separate
for each separate nonincludible U.S.provides the name, EIN (if applicable), other disregarded entity or other
entity without regard to the effect ofand net income (loss) included on Part I, includible entity without regard to the
consolidation or elimination entries. Ifline 4a, that is removed on this line 5 for effect of consolidation or elimination
there are consolidation or eliminationeach separate nonincludible foreign entries solely between or among the
entries relating to nonincludible U.S.entity. Also state the total assets and total entities listed. If there are consolidation or
entities whose income (loss) is reportedliabilities for each such separate elimination entries relating to such other
on the attached schedule that are notnonincludible foreign entity and include disregarded entity or other includible
reportable on Part I, line 8, the netthose assets and liabilities amounts in the entities whose income (loss) is reported
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on the attached schedule that are not consolidation or elimination entries relate Line 10a. Intercompany
reportable on Part I, line 8, the net has been removed. Also, for example, Dividend Adjustments To
amounts of all such consolidation and consolidation or elimination entries must Reconcile to Line 11,elimination entries must be reported on a be reported on line 8 to reflect any Line 10b. Other Statutoryseparate line on the attached schedule, minority interest ownership in the net Accounting Adjustments Toso that the separate financial accounting income of other disregarded entities or Reconcile to Line 11, andincome (loss) of each other disregarded other includible entities reported on Part I,
entity or other includible entity remains Line 10c. Other Adjustments Toline 7a, 7b, or 7c, and to eliminate any
separately stated. For example, if the net Reconcile to Amount on Line 11intercompany dividends between
income (after consolidation and corporations or entities whose income is Include on lines 10a, 10b, and 10c anyelimination entries) of a sub-consolidated other adjustments to reconcile net incomeincluded on Part I, line 7a, 7b, or 7c, andgroup of other disregarded entities is (loss) on Part I, line 4a, through Part I,other entities included in the consolidatedbeing reported on lines 7a or 7b, the line 9, with net income (loss) on Part I,U.S. income tax return. See line 11,attached supporting schedule should line 11. Include on line 10a the amount ofexamples, 3, 4, and 5.report the income (loss) of each separate any intercompany dividend adjustmentother disregarded entity from each entity’s required by statutory accounting. IncludeIf a corporate owner of an interest inown financial accounting net income on line 10b the amount of any otherstatement or books and records, and any another entity: (1) accounts for the required statutory accounting adjustment.consolidation or elimination entries (for interest in entity in the owner Include on line 10c the amount of anyintercompany dividends, minority corporation’s separate general ledger on other adjustment not required by statutoryinterests, etc.) not reportable on Part I, the equity method, and (2) fully accounting.line 8, should be reported on the attached consolidates entity in the owner
supporting schedule as a net amount on a Normally, all intercompany dividendscorporation’s consolidated financial
line separate and apart from lines that will have been eliminated or excludedstatements, but entity is not includible in
report each other disregarded entity’s from the financial accounting consolidatedthe owner corporation’s consolidated U.S.
separate net income (loss). net income (loss) reported on Part I, lineincome tax return, then, as part of

4a. However, an insurance company mayreversing all consolidation and eliminationLine 8. Adjustment to be required to include certainentries for the nonincludible entity, theEliminations of Transactions intercompany dividends on Part I, line 11,corporate owner must reverse on so that the amount reported on Part I, lineBetween Includible Entities and Schedule M-3, Part I, line 8, the 11, agrees with statutory accounting netNonincludible Entities elimination of the equity income inclusion income (Annual Statement). If the netAdjustments on Part I, line 8, to reverse from entity. If the owner corporation does income (loss) of a corporation that filescertain financial accounting consolidation not account for entity on the equity Form 1120-PC or Form 1120-L isor elimination entries are necessary to method on its own general ledger, it will included on Part I, line 4a, or line 7, and isensure that transactions between not have eliminated the equity income for computed on a basis other than statutoryincludible entities and nonincludible U.S. consolidated financial statement accounting, include on line 10a theor foreign entities are not eliminated, in purposes, and therefore will have no adjustments necessary such that Part I,order to report the correct total amount on line 11, includes intercompany dividendselimination of equity income to reverse.Part I, line 11. Also, additional in the net income (loss) for suchconsolidation entries and elimination corporation to the extent required byThe attached supporting schedule forentries may be necessary on Part I, line statutory accounting principles. (ForPart I, line 8, must identify the type (e.g.,8, related to transactions between insurance companies included in theminority interest, intercompany dividends,includible entities that are in the consolidated U.S. income tax return, seeetc.) and amount of consolidation orconsolidated financial statement group instructions for Part I, line 11, and Part II,and other disregarded entities and other elimination entries reported, as well as line 7.)includible entities that are not in the the names of the entities to which they
consolidated financial statement group Statutory accounting for an insurancepertain. It is not necessary, but it is
but that are reported on Part I, lines 7a, company subsidiary acquired or mergedpermitted, to report intercompany
7b, or 7c, in order to report the correct may require the use of a financialeliminations that net to zero on Part I, line
total amount on Part I, line 11. statement period for income reported on8, such as intercompany interest income

Part I, line 11, that differs from the periodand expense.Include on Part I, line 8, the total of the reported on Part I, line 4a, or line 7.following: (a) amounts of any adjustments Report on Part I, line 10b, adjustments toto consolidation entries and elimination Line 9. Adjustment To income because of such differences inentries that are contained in the amount accounting period.Reconcile Income Statementreported on Part I, line 4a, required as a
Period to Tax Yearresult of removing amounts on Part I, For any adjustments reported on Part

lines 5 or 6; and (b) amounts of any Include on line 9 any adjustments I, lines 10a, 10b, and 10c, attach a
additional consolidation entries and supporting schedule that provides, fornecessary to the income (loss) of
elimination entries that are required as a each corporation to which an adjustmentincludible corporations to reconcile
result of including amounts on Part I, line relates: the name and EIN of thedifferences between the corporation’s
7a, 7b, or 7c. This is necessary in order corporation, the amount of net incomeincome statement period reported on line
that the consolidation entries and included in Part I before any adjustments2a and the corporation’s tax year. Attach
intercompany eliminations entries on line 10, the amount of net incomea schedule describing the adjustment.
included in the amount reported on Part I, included on Part I, line 11, the amount of
line 11, are only those applicable to the the net adjustment that is attributable to

Statutory accounting for an insurancefinancial net income (loss) of includible intercompany dividend adjustments
company subsidiary acquired or mergedentities for the financial statement period. required to be reported by statutory
may require the use of a financialFor example, adjustments must be accounting and included on Part I, line
statement period for income reported onreported on line 8 to remove minority 10a, the amount of the net adjustment
Part I, line 11, that differs from the periodinterest and to reverse the elimination of attributable to other statutory accounting
reported on Part I, line 4a, or line 7.intercompany dividends included on Part requirements and included on Part I, line
Report on Part I, line 10b, adjustments toI, line 4a, that relate to the net income of 10b, and the amount of the remainder of
income because of such differences inentities removed on Part I, line 5 or 6, the net adjustment not required because
accounting period.because the income to which the of statutory accounting and included on
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Example 4.Part I, line 10c. If any net adjustment is financial statement consolidation entries.
included for the corporation on Part I, Furthermore, P eliminates the minority 1. U.S. property and casualty
lines 10b or 10c, attach a supplemental interest ownership, if any, of DS1 through insurance company P owns 60% of
supporting schedule identifying the line DS100 in financial statement corporation DS1 which is fully
(10b or 10c), the type of each adjustment consolidation entries. P’s SEC Form 10-K consolidated in P’s financial statements.
included in the net adjustment, and the includes P, DS1 through DS100 and FS1 P does not account for DS1 in P’s
amount of each adjustment included in through FS50 on a fully consolidated separate general ledger on the equity
the net adjustment. basis. P files a consolidated U.S. income method. DS1 has net income of $100

tax return with DS1 through DS75. (before minority interests) and paysLine 11. Net Income (Loss) per
dividends of $50, of which P receivesP must check “Yes” on Part I, line 1a.Income Statement of Includible $30. The dividend is eliminated in theOn Part I, line 4a, P must report theCorporations consolidated financial statements. In itsconsolidated net income from the SEC

Report on line 11 the net income (loss) financial statements, P consolidates DS1Form 10-K for the consolidated financial
per the income statement (or books and and includes $60 of net income ($100statement group of P, DS1 through
records, if applicable) of the property and less the minority interest of $40) on Part I,DS100, and FS1 through FS50. P must
casualty insurance company. In the case line 4a.remove the net income (loss) of FS1
of a U.S. consolidated tax group, report through FS50 on Part I, lines 5a or 5b, as P must remove the $100 net income of
the consolidated income statement net applicable. P must remove the net income DS1 on Part I, line 6a. P must reverse on
income (loss) of all corporations listed on (loss) before minority interests of DS76 Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40
Form 851 and included in the through DS100 on Part I, lines 6a or 6b, minority interest net income of DS1. In
consolidated U.S. income tax return for as applicable. P must reverse on Part I, addition, P reverses its elimination of the
the tax year. Amounts reported in column line 8: $30 intercompany dividend in its financial
(a) of Parts II and III (see instructions statements on Part I, line 8. The net resulta. The elimination of dividends
below) must be reported on the same is that P includes the $30 dividend fromreceived by P and DS1 through DS75
accounting method used to report the DS1 at Part I, line 11, and on Part II, linefrom DS76 through DS100 and FS1
amount of net income (loss) per income 7, column (a). P’s taxable dividendthrough FS50; and
statement of includible corporations on income from DS1 must be reported onb. The recognition of minority
Part I, line 11, which for insurance Part II, line 7, column (d).interests’ share of the net income (loss) of
companies is usually statutory 2. U.S. property and casualtyDS76 through DS100. (Note: The minority
accounting. (For insurance companies insurance company C owns 60% of theinterests’ share, if any, of the income of
included in the consolidated U.S. income capital and profits interests in U.S. LLC N.DS1 through DS75 must be reported in
tax return, see instructions for Part I, line C does not account for N in C’s separatePart II, line 8, Minority interest for
10, and Part II, line 7.) general ledger on the equity method. Nincludible corporations.)

Do not, in any event, report on this line has net income of $100 (before minorityP reports on Part I, line 11, the
11 the net income of entities not listed on interests) and makes no distributionsconsolidated financial statement net
Form 851 other than disregarded entities during the tax year. C treats N as aincome (loss) attributable to the includible
and not included in the consolidated U.S. corporation for financial statementcorporations. Intercompany transactions
income tax return for the tax year. For purposes and as a partnership for U.S.between the includible corporations that
example, it is not permissible to remove income tax purposes. In its financialhad been eliminated in the net income
the income of nonincludible entities on statements, C consolidates N andamount on Part I, line 4a, remain
lines 5 and/or 6, discussed on page 7; includes $60 of net income ($100 less theeliminated in the net income amount on
then to add back such income on lines 7 minority interest of $40) on Part I, line 4a.line 11. Transactions between the
through 10, such that the amount C must remove the $100 net income ofincludible corporations and the
reported at line 11 includes the net N on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse onnonincludible entities that are eliminated
income of entities not includible in the Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40in the net income amount on Part I, line
consolidated U.S. income tax return. A minority interest net income of N. The4a, are included in the net income amount
principal purpose of Schedule M-3 is to result is that C includes no income for Non line 11 since the elimination of those
report on this Part I, line 11, only the either on Part I, line 11, or on Part II, linetransactions was reversed on line 8.
financial accounting net income of only 9, column (a). C’s taxable income from N2. Foreign corporation F owns 100%the corporations included in the must be reported by C on Part II, line 9,of the stock of U.S. corporation P. P ownsconsolidated U.S. income tax return. column (d).100% of the stock of DS1, 60% of the

Whether or not the corporation stock of DS2, and 100% of the stock of 3. U.S. property and casualty
prepares financial statements, Part I, line FS1. F prepares certified audited financial insurance company P owns 60% of
11, must include all items that impact the statements. P does not prepare any corporation DS1, which is fully
net income (loss) of the corporation even financial statements. P files a consolidated in P’s financial statements.
if they are not recorded in the profit and consolidated U.S. income tax return with P accounts for DS1 in P’s separate
loss accounts in the corporation’s general DS1. general ledger on the equity method. DS1
ledger, including, for example, all has net income of $100 (before minorityP must not complete Schedule M-3,post-closing adjusting entries (including interests) and pays dividends of $50, ofPart I, with reference to the financialworkpaper adjustments) and dividend which P receives $30. The dividendstatements of its foreign parent F. P mustincome or other income received from reduces P’s investment in DS1 for equitycheck “No” on Part I, lines 1a, 1b, and 1c,non-includible corporations. method reporting on P’s separate generalskip lines 2a through 3c of Part I, and

Example 3. ledger where P includes its 60% equityenter worldwide net income (loss) per the
share of DS1 income, which is $60. In its1. U.S. property and casualty books and records of the includible
financial statements, P eliminates theinsurance company P is publicly traded corporations (P and DS1) on Part I, line
DS1 equity method income of $60 andand files Form 10-K with the SEC. P owns 4a. If the amount on Part I, line 4a,
consolidates DS1, including $60 of net80% or more of the stock of 75 U.S. includes the income (loss) of DS2 and
income ($100 less the minority interest ofcorporations, DS1 through DS75, FS1 or is not on the statutory basis, P
$40) on Part I, line 4a.between 51% and 79% of the stock of 25 must enter any necessary adjustments on

U.S. corporations DS76 through DS100, lines 5a through 10 in order for Part I, line P must remove the $100 net income of
and 100% of the stock of 50 foreign 11, to report the net income (loss) of DS1 on Part I, line 6a. P must reverse on
subsidiaries FS1 through FS50. P includible corporations P and DS1, net of Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40
eliminates all dividend income from DS1 eliminations for transactions between P minority interest net income of DS1 and
through DS100 and FS1 through FS50 in and DS1. the elimination of the $60 of DS1 equity
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income. The net result is that P includes statements on either a consolidated basis line 12d, enter total assets and total
or on the equity method. DS1 has current liabilities included in completing Part I,the $60 of equity method income from
year net income of $100 after taking into line 7.DS1 at Part I, line 11, and on Part II, line
account its $40 interest payment to P. P6, column (a). P’s taxable dividend
has net income of $1,040 afterincome from its investment in DS1 must
recognition of the interest income frombe reported on Part II, line 7, column (d). Specific Instructions for
DS1. Because DS1 is an includible4. U.S. property and casualty Parts II and IIIcorporation, 100% of the net income ofinsurance company C owns 60% of the
both P and DS1 must be reported on For U.S. consolidated tax returns, filecapital and profits interests in U.S. LLC N.
Form 1120-PC, Schedule A, of the PDS supporting schedules for each includibleC accounts for N in C’s separate general
consolidated U.S. income tax return, and corporation. See Consolidated Return inledger on the equity method. N has net
the intercompany interest income and the instructions for Form 1120-PC.income of $100 (before minority interests)
expense must be removed byand makes no distributions during the tax
consolidation elimination entries.year. C treats N as a corporation for General Format for Parts II

financial statement purposes and as a P must report its financial statement and IIIpartnership for U.S. income tax purposes. net income of $1,040 on Part I, line 4a, Check the applicable box(es) at the top ofFor equity method reporting on C’s and reports DS1’s net income of $100 on pages 2 and 3 of Schedule M-3 toseparate general ledger, C includes its Part I, line 7c. Then, in order to reflect the indicate whether the Schedule M-3 is for60% equity share of N income, which is full consolidation of the financial the:$60. In its financial statements, C accounting net income of P and DS1 at
1. Consolidated group;eliminates the $60 of N equity method Part I, line 11, Net income (loss) per
2. Parent corporation;income and consolidates N including $60 income statement of includible
3. Consolidated eliminations;of net income ($100 less the minority corporations, the following consolidation
4. Subsidiary corporation; orinterest of $40) on Part I, line 4a. and elimination entries are reported on
5. Mixed 1120/L/PC group.C must remove the $100 net income of Part I, line 8: (a) offsetting entries to

remove the $40 of interest incomeN on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse on
Also check the applicable box toreceived from DS1 included by P on PartPart I, line 8, the elimination of the $40

indicate whether the Schedule M-3 is forI, line 4a, and to remove the $40 ofminority interest net income of N and the
a subconsolidated: (6) 1120-PC group; orinterest expense of DS1 included in lineelimination of the $60 of N equity method
(7) 1120-PC eliminations. See7c for a net change of zero; and (b) anincome. The result is that C includes the
Consolidated Schedule M-3 Versusentry to reflect the $20 minority interest in$60 of equity method income for N on Consolidating Schedules M-3 for Formthe net income of DS1 (DS1 net incomePart I, line 11, and on Part II, line 9, 1120-PC Groups on page 3, andof $100 times 20% minority interest). Thecolumn (a). C’s taxable income from N Schedule M-3 Consolidation for Mixedresult is that Part 1, line 11, reportsmust be reported by C on Part II, line 9, Groups (1120/L/PC) on page 4.$1,120: $1,040 from Part I, line 4a, $100column (d).

from line 7, and ($20) from line 8. Stated For each line item in Parts II and III,5. U.S. property and casualty
another way, Part I, line 11, includes the report in column (a) the amount of netinsurance company C owns 60% of the
entire $1,000 net income of P, measured income (loss) included in Part I, line 11,capital and profits interests in U.S. LLC N.
before recognition of the intercompany and report in column (d) the amountC accounts for N in C’s separate general
interest income from DS1 and the included in taxable income on Formledger on the equity method. N has net
consolidation of DS1 operations, plus the 1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35 (orincome of $100 (before minority interests)
entire $140 net income of DS1, measured Schedule B, line 19, if applicable).and pays a $50 cash distribution, of which
before interest expense to P, less theC receives $30. The distribution reduces Note: A schedule or explanation may be
minority interest ownership of $20 inC’s investment in N for equity method attached to any line even if none is
DS1’s separate net income ($100). Thereporting on C’s separate general ledger. required.
consolidated U.S. income tax group isC treats N as a corporation for financial
required to include on the attached When To Complete Columns (a)statement purposes and as a partnership
supporting schedule for Part I, line 8, thefor U.S. income tax purposes. For equity and (d)
details of the adjustment to the minoritymethod reporting on C’s separate general A property and casualty insuranceinterest in the net income of DS1, but isledger, C includes its 60% equity share of company is not required to completenot required to report the offsettingN income, which is $60. In its financial columns (a) and (d) of Parts II and III foradjustment to the intercompanystatements, C eliminates the $60 of N the first tax year the property and casualtyelimination of interest income and interestequity method income and consolidates N insurance company is required to fileexpense (though it is permitted to do so).and includes $60 of net income ($100 Schedule M-3. The corporation must

less the minority interest of $40) on Part I, complete columns (a) and (d) of Parts IILine 12. Total Assets andline 4a. and III for all tax years subsequent to theLiabilities of Entities IncludedC must remove the $100 net income of first tax year the property and casualtyor Removed on Part I, Lines 4,N on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse on insurance company is required to file
5, 6, and 7Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40 Schedule M-3. For example, if a

minority interest net income of N and the Line 12 must be completed by all corporation was required to file Schedule
elimination of the $60 of N equity method corporations that file Schedule M-3. M-3 as a member of a U.S. consolidated
income. The result is that C includes the Report on lines 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d tax group and the corporation leaves the
$60 of equity method income for N on the total amount (not just the U.S. consolidated tax group, the
Part I, line 11, and on Part II, line 9, corporation’s share) of assets and corporation is required to complete
column (a). C’s taxable income from N liabilities of entities included or removed Schedule M-3 in its entirety in any
must be reported by C on Part II, line 9, on Part I, lines 4, 5, 6, and 7. On line 12a, succeeding tax year that the corporation
column (d). enter the worldwide consolidated total is required to complete Schedule M-3.

assets and total liabilities of all of the However, if the corporation joins in filing a
Example 5. U.S. property and entities included in completing Part I, line different consolidated U.S. income tax

casualty insurance company P owns 80% 4a. On line 12b, enter the total assets and return, then the corporation must
of the stock of corporation DS1. DS1 is total liabilities of the entities removed in complete its Schedule M-3 in its entirety
included in P’s consolidated U.S. income completing on Part I, line 5. On line 12c, in any year that the U.S. consolidated tax
tax return, even though DS1 is not enter the total assets and total liabilities group must complete its Schedule M-3 in
included in P’s consolidated financial removed in completing Part I, line 6. On its entirety.
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If, for any tax year (or tax years) prior reported on Part II, line 30, column (d) of For A’s 2009 tax year, the first tax year
to the first tax year a property and the consolidated Schedule M-3 must that A is required to file Schedule M-3, A
casualty insurance company is required equal the amount reported on the is only required to complete Part I and
to file Schedule M-3, a property and consolidated Form 1120-PC, Schedule A, columns (b) and (c) of Parts II and III. For
casualty insurance company voluntarily line 35 (or Schedule B, line 19, if A’s 2010 tax year, A is required to
files Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedule applicable). complete Schedule M-3 in its entirety.
M-1, then in those voluntary filing years Example 7. Property and casualtyWhen To Complete Columns (b)the property and casualty insurance insurance company B is a U.S. publiclyand (c)company is not required to complete traded corporation that files a U.S.
columns (a) and (d) of Parts II and III. In Columns (b) and (c) of Parts II and III consolidated tax return and prepares
addition, in the first tax year the property must be completed for any tax year for consolidated SAP/GAAP financial
and casualty insurance company is which the property and casualty statements. In prior years, B acquired
required to file Schedule M-3 the property insurance company files Schedule M-3. intellectual property (IP) and goodwill
and casualty insurance company is not through several corporate acquisitions.For any item of income, gain, loss,required to complete columns (a) and (d) The IP is amortizable for both U.S.expense, or deduction for which there is aof Parts II and III. income tax and financial statementdifference between columns (a) and (d),

purposes. In the current year, B’s annualIf a property and casualty insurance the portion of the difference that is
amortization expense for IP is $9,000 forcompany that is not a mixed group temporary must be entered in column (b)
U.S. income tax purposes and $6,000 forchooses not to complete columns (a) and and the portion of the difference that is
financial statement purposes. In its(d) of Parts II and III in the first tax year permanent must be entered in column (c).
financial statements, B treats thethe property and casualty insurance

If financial statements are prepared by difference in IP amortization as acompany is required to file Schedule M-3
the property and casualty insurance temporary difference. The goodwill is not(or in any year in which the property and
company in accordance with statutory amortizable for U.S. income tax purposescasualty insurance company voluntarily
accounting principles (SAP), differences and is subject to impairment for financialfiles Schedule M-3), then Part II, line 30,
that are treated as temporary for SAP statement purposes. In the current year,is reconciled by the property and casualty
must be reported in column (b) and B records an impairment charge on theinsurance company (or, in the case of a
differences that are permanent (that is, goodwill of $5,000. In its financialU.S. consolidated tax group, by the
not temporary for SAP) must be reported statements, B treats the goodwillgroup’s parent property and casualty
in column (c). Generally, pursuant to impairment as a permanent difference. Binsurance company on Part II, line 30, of
SAP, a temporary difference affects must report the amortization attributablethe group’s consolidated Schedule M-3)
(creates, increases, or decreases) a to the IP on Part III, line 28, and reportin the following manner:
deferred tax asset or liability. $6,000 in column (a), a temporary1. Report the amount from Part I, line

difference of $3,000 in column (b), and11, on Part II, line 30, column (a); If the property and casualty insurance
$9,000 in column (d). B must report the2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1 through company does not prepare financial
goodwill impairment on Part III, line 27,29, columns (a) and (d); statements, or the financial statements
and report $5,000 in column (a), a3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a) are not prepared in accordance with SAP,
permanent difference of ($5,000) inand (d); and report in column (b) any difference that
column (c), and $0 in column (d).4. Report on Part II, line 30, column the property and casualty insurance

(d), the sum of Part II, line 30, columns company believes will reverse in a future
(a), (b), and (c). Reporting Requirementstax year (that is, have an opposite effect

on taxable income in a future tax year (or for Parts II and IIINote: Mixed groups should see the years) due to the difference in timing of
Except for mixed group consolidation, thesection, Schedule M-3 Consolidation for recognition for financial accounting and
number of Parts II must equal the numberMixed Groups (1120/L/PC). U.S. income tax purposes) or is the
of Parts III filed by the corporation. Mixedreversal of such a difference that arose inIn the case of a U.S. consolidated tax groups should see the discussion,a prior tax year. Report in column (c) anygroup that is not a mixed group, the Schedule M-3 Consolidation for Mixeddifference that the property and casualtyreconciliation described in the preceding Groups (1120/L/PC).insurance company believes will notparagraph must be performed by each

reverse in a future tax year (and is not themember of the U.S. consolidated tax General Reportingreversal of such a difference that arose ingroup. However, because Part I must be Requirementsa prior tax year).completed only once on the consolidated If an amount is attributable to a reportableSchedule M-3 by the parent corporation If the property and casualty insurance transaction described in Regulationsof the U.S. consolidated tax group, the company is unable to determine whether section 1.6011-4(b), the amount must beamount reported on Part II, line 30, a difference between column (a) and reported in columns (a), (b), (c), and (d),column (a), by each member of the U.S. column (d) for an item will reverse in a as applicable, of Part II, line 12, Itemsconsolidated tax group on its respective future tax year or is the reversal of a relating to reportable transactions,Schedule M-3 is the amount attributable difference that arose in a prior tax year, regardless of whether the amount wouldto that member that is reported on the report the difference for that item in otherwise be reported on Part II or Part IIIconsolidated Schedule M-3, Part I, line column (c). of Schedule M-3. Thus, if a taxpayer files11, completed by the parent corporation. Example 6. For the 2008, 2009, and Form 8886, Reportable TransactionAccordingly, the amount reported on Part 2010 tax years, property and casualty Disclosure Statement, the amountsII, line 30, columns (a) through (d) of the insurance company A has total attributable to that reportable transactionconsolidated Schedule M-3 is the sum of consolidated assets on the last day of the must be reported on Part II, line 12.the amounts reported by each member of tax year as reported on Schedule L, linethe U.S. consolidated tax group on its A property and casualty insurance15, column (d), of $8 million, $11 million,respective Schedule M-3 (including a company is required to report in columnand $12 million, respectively. A isSchedule M-3 for consolidation (a) of Parts II and III the amount of anyrequired to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009eliminations, if necessary). Note that the item specifically listed on Schedule M-3and 2010 tax years.amount reported on Part II, line 30, that is in any manner included in the
column (a) of the consolidated Schedule For its 2008 tax year, A voluntarily files property and casualty insurance
M-3 must equal the amount reported on Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedule M-1 and company’s current year annual statement
Part I, line 11 of the consolidated does not complete columns (a) and (d) of net income (loss) or in an income or
Schedule M-3, and that the amount Parts II and III. expense account maintained in the
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property and casualty insurance records. Accurate completion of Schedule disclosure, see Regulations section
company’s books and records, even if M-3 requires reporting amounts according 1.6662-4(f). If a specific item of income,
there is no difference between that to the substantive nature of the specific gain, loss, expense, or deduction is
amount and the amount included in line items included in Schedule M-3 and described on Part II, lines 9 through 24, or
taxable income unless (a) otherwise consistent reporting of all transactions of Part III, lines 1 through 37, and the line
provided in these instructions or (b) the like substantive nature that occurred does not indicate to “attach schedule” or
amount is attributable to a reportable during the tax year. For example, all “attach details,” and the specific
transaction described in Regulations expense amounts that are included in the instructions for the line do not call for an
section 1.6011-4(b) and is therefore annual statement or exist in the books attachment of a schedule or statement,
reported on Part II, line 12. For example, and records that represent some form of then the item is considered separately
with the exception of interest income “Bad debt expense,” except write offs of stated and adequately disclosed if the
reflected on a Schedule K-1 received by a premium receivables, must be reported item is reported on the applicable line and
property and casualty insurance company on Part III, line 32, in column (a), the amount(s) of the item(s) are reported
as a result of the property and casualty regardless of whether the amounts are in the applicable columns of the
insurance company’s investment in a recorded or stated under different applicable line. See the instructions
partnership or other pass-through entity, nomenclature in the annual statement or beginning on page 13 for specific
all interest income, whether from the books and records such as: “Provision additional information required to be
unconsolidated affiliated companies, third for doubtful accounts” or “Expense for provided for amounts reported on Part II,
parties, banks, or other entities, whether uncollectible notes receivable.” Likewise, lines 1 through 8.
imputed interest or not, whether from as stated in the preceding paragraph, all Note: A schedule or explanation may be
foreign or domestic sources, whether fines and penalties must be included on attached to any line even if none is
taxable or exempt from tax and Part III, line 11, column (a), regardless of required.
regardless of how or where the income is the terminology or nomenclature attached

Except as otherwise provided,classified in the property and casualty to them by the property and casualty
differences for the same item must beinsurance company’s annual statement, insurance company in its books and
combined or netted together and reportedmust be included on Part II, line 13, records or annual statement.
as one amount on the applicable line ofcolumn (a). Likewise, all fines and With limited exceptions, Part II Schedule M-3. However, differences forpenalties paid to a government or other includes lines for specific items of income, separate items must not be combined orauthority for the violation of any law for gain, or loss (income items). (See Part II, netted together. Each item (andwhich fines or penalties are assessed lines 1 through 24.) If an income item is corresponding amount attributable to thatmust be included on Part III, line 11, described in Part II, lines 1 through 24, item) must be separately stated andcolumn (a), regardless of the government report the amount of the item on the adequately disclosed on the applicableauthority that imposed the fines or applicable line, regardless of whether line of Schedule M-3, or any schedulepenalties, regardless of whether the fines there is a difference for the item. If there required to be attached, even if theor penalties are civil or criminal, is a difference for the income item, or only amounts are below a certain dollarregardless of the classification, a portion of the income item has a amount.nomenclature, or terminology attached to difference and a portion of the item does

Example 8. Property and casualtythe fines or penalties by the imposing not have a difference, and the item is not
insurance company C is a calendar yearauthority in its actions or documents, and described in Part II, lines 1 through 24,
taxpayer that placed in service tenregardless of how or where the fines or report and describe the entire amount of
depreciable fixed assets in 2003. C waspenalties are classified in the property the item on Part II, line 25.
required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2008and casualty insurance company’s

With limited exceptions, Part III tax year and is required to file Schedulesummary of operations or the income and
includes lines for specific items of M-3 for its 2009 tax year. C’s totalexpense accounts maintained in the
expense or deduction (expense items). depreciation expense for its 2009 tax yearproperty and casualty insurance
(See Part III, lines 1 through 37.) If an for five of the assets is $50,000 forcompany’s books and records.
expense item is described on Part III, income statement purposes and $70,000

If a property and casualty insurance lines 1 through 37, report the amount of for U.S. income tax purposes. C’s total
company would be required to report in the item on the applicable line, regardless annual depreciation expense for its 2009
column (a) of Parts II and III the amount of whether there is a difference for the tax year for the other five assets is
of any item specifically listed on Schedule item. If there is a difference for the $40,000 for income statement purposes
M-3 in accordance with the preceding expense item, or only a portion of the and $30,000 for U.S. income tax
paragraph, except that the property and expense item has a difference and a purposes. In its annual statement, C
casualty insurance company has portion of the item does not have a treats the differences between annual
capitalized the item of income or expense difference and the item is not described in statement and U.S. income tax
and reports the amount in its annual Part III, lines 1 through 37, report and depreciation expense as giving rise to
statement or in asset and liability describe the entire amount of the item on temporary differences that will reverse in
accounts maintained in the property and Part III, line 38. future years. C must combine all of its
casualty insurance company’s books and If there is no difference between the depreciation adjustments. Accordingly, C
records, the property and casualty annual statement amount and the taxable must report on Part III, line 31, for its
insurance company must report the amount of an entire item of income, loss, 2009 tax year income statement
proper tax treatment of the item in expense, or deduction and the item is not depreciation expense of $90,000 in
columns (b), (c), and (d), as applicable. described or included in Part II, lines 1 column (a), a temporary difference of

through 25, or Part III, lines 1 through 38, $10,000 in column (b), and U.S. incomeFurthermore, in applying the two
report the entire amount of the item in tax depreciation expense of $100,000 inpreceding paragraphs, a property and
columns (a) and (d) of Part II, line 28. column (d).casualty insurance company is required

to report in column (a) of Parts II and III Separately stated and adequately Example 9. Property and casualty
the amount of any item specifically listed disclosed. Each difference reported in insurance company D is a calendar year
on Schedule M-3 that is included in the Parts II and III must be separately stated taxpayer that was required to file
property and casualty insurance and adequately disclosed. In general, a Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is
company’s annual statement or exists in difference is adequately disclosed if the required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009
the property and casualty insurance difference is labeled in a manner that tax year. On December 31, 2009, D
company’s books and records, regardless clearly identifies the item or transaction establishes two reserve accounts in the
of the nomenclature associated with that from which the difference arises. For amount of $100,000 for each account.
item in the annual statement or books and further guidance about adequate One reserve account is an allowance for
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agency balances that are estimated to be and losses on Schedule M-3 Part II, lineLine 1. Income (Loss) From
uncollectible. The second reserve is an 15.Equity Method Foreign
estimate of future office closure Corporations Part I, line 4a. Section 78expenses. In its annual statement, D

Gross-UpReport on line 1, column (a), the financialtreats the two reserve accounts as giving
income (loss) included in Part I, line 11, Report on Part I, line 4a, column (d), therise to temporary differences that will
for any foreign corporation accounted for amount of any section 78 gross-up notreverse in future years. The two reserves
on the equity method and remove such included on Part II, column (d) of lines 9,are expenses in D’s 2009 annual
amount in column (b) or (c), as 10, and 11, Income (loss) from U.S.statement but are not deductions for U.S.
applicable. Report the amount of partnerships, foreign partnerships, andincome tax purposes in 2009. D must not
dividends received and other taxable other pass-through entities. The sectioncombine the Schedule M-3 differences for
amounts received or includible from 78 gross-up amount on this Part I, line 4a,the three reserve accounts. D must report
foreign corporations on Part II, lines 2 must correspond to the total section 78the amounts attributable to the allowance
through 5, as applicable. gross-up amounts reported by thefor bad debts on Part III, line 32, and must

property and casualty insurance companyseparately state and adequately disclose Line 2. Gross Foreign
on all Forms 1118, Foreign Taxthe amount attributable to the other Dividends Not Previously Taxed Credit—Corporations, excluding thereserve, office closure costs, on a

Except as otherwise provided in this amounts reported on Schedule M-3, Partrequired, attached schedule that supports
paragraph, report on line 2, column (d), II, column (d) of lines 9, 10, and 11.the amounts at Part III, line 38.
the amount (before any withholding tax)

Example 10. Property and casualty Line 5. Gross Foreignof any foreign dividends included in
insurance company F is a calendar year Distributions Previously Taxedtaxable income on Form 1120-PC,
taxpayer that was required to file Schedule A, line 35 (or Schedule B, line Report on line 5, column (a), anySchedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is 19, if applicable), and report on line 2, distributions received from foreignrequired to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009 column (a), the amount of dividends from corporations that were included in Part I,tax year. During 2009, F incurs $200 of any foreign corporation included in Part I, line 11, and that were previously taxed formeals and entertainment expenses that F line 11. Do not report on Part II, line 2, U.S. income tax purposes. For example,deducts in computing net income per the any amounts that must be reported on include in column (a) amounts that areincome statement. $50 of the $200 is Part II, lines 3 or 4, or dividends that were excluded from taxable income undersubject to the 50% limitation under previously taxed and must be reported on sections 959 and 1293(c). Remove suchsection 274(n). In its annual statement, F Part II, line 5. (See the instructions below amount in column (b) or (c), astreats the limitation on deductions for for Part II, lines 3, 4, and 5.) applicable. Report the full amount of themeals and entertainment as a permanent distribution before any withholding tax.For any dividends reported on Part II,difference. Because meals and Since previously taxed foreignline 2, that are received on a class ofentertainment expenses are specifically distributions are not currently taxable, linevoting stock of which the property anddescribed in Part III, line 10, Meals and 5, column (d) is shaded. (Also, seecasualty insurance company directly orentertainment, F must report all of its instructions above for Part II, line 2.)indirectly owned 10% or more of themeals and entertainment expenses on outstanding shares of that class at anythis line, regardless of whether there is a Line 6. Income (Loss) Fromtime during the tax year, report on andifference. Accordingly, F must report Equity Method U.S.attached supporting schedule for Part II,$200 in column (a), $25 in column (c), Corporationsline 2 (1) the name of the dividend payer,and $175 in column (d). F must not report (2) the payer’s EIN (if applicable), (3) the Report on line 6, column (a), the financialthe $150 of meals and entertainment class of voting stock on which the income (loss) included in Part I, line 11,expenses that are deducted in F’s annual dividend was paid, (4) the percentage of for any U.S. property and casualtystatement net income and are fully the class directly or indirectly owned, and insurance company accounted for on thedeductible for U.S. income tax purposes (5) the item amounts for columns (a) equity method and remove such amounton Part II, line 28, and the $50 subject to through (d). in column (b) or (c), as applicable. Reportthe limitation under section 274(n) on Part

on Part II, line 7, dividends received fromIII, line 10. Line 3. Subpart F, QEF, and any U.S. corporation accounted for on theSimilar Income Inclusions equity method.
Report on line 3, column (d), the amount Line 7. U.S. Dividends NotPart II. Reconciliation of included in taxable income under section

Eliminated in Tax Consolidation951 (relating to Subpart F), gains or otherNet Income (Loss) per
income inclusions resulting from elections Report on line 7, column (a), the amount

Income Statement of under sections 1291(d)(2) and 1298(b)(1), of dividends included in Part I, line 11 that
and any amount included in taxable were received from any U.S. corporation.Includible Corporations income pursuant to section 1293 (relating Report on line 7, column (d), the amount
to qualified electing funds). The amount of of any U.S. dividends included in taxableWith Taxable Income per
Subpart F income corresponds to the total income on Form 1120-PC, Schedule A,Return of the amounts reported by the property line 35 (or Schedule B, line 19, if
and casualty insurance company on line applicable).Lines 1 Through 8. Additional 6, Schedule I, of all Forms 5471, Usually, the amounts included on lineInformation for Each Property Information Return of U.S. Persons With 7, columns (a) and (d) include onlyand Casualty Insurance Respect to Certain Foreign Corporations. dividends received from U.S. corporations
The amount of qualified electing fundCompany that are not included in the U.S.
income corresponds to the total of theFor any item reported on Part II, lines 1, 3 consolidated tax group because
amounts reported by the property andthrough 6, or 8, attach a supporting intercompany dividends (dividends
casualty insurance company on line 3(a),schedule that provides the name of the received from includible corporations
Part II, of all Forms 8621, Return by aentity for which the item is reported, the listed on Form 851) are eliminated or
Shareholder of a Passive Foreigntype of entity (corporation, partnership, excluded for financial accounting
Investment Company (PFIC) or Qualifiedetc.), the entity’s EIN (if applicable), and purposes and eliminated for the
Electing Fund.the item amounts for columns (a) through calculation of U.S. taxable income. In the

(d). See the instructions for Part II, lines 2 Also include on line 3 PFIC case of an insurance company included in
and 7, for the specific information mark-to-market gains and losses under the consolidated U.S. income tax return
required for those particular lines. section 1296. Do not report such gains required to report intercompany dividends
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as part of statutory accounting net The GDS1 group must prepare one interest held by the corporation. A
income, include such intercompany consolidated Schedule M-3, Parts II and corporation must report its deduction
dividends on Part II, line 7, column (a) III and three additional Schedules M-3, under section 199 only on Part III, line 37.
and the taxable amount of those Parts II and III: one for G, one for DS1,
dividends on Part II, line 7, column (d). and one for consolidation eliminations. For each partnership reported on line 9
(For insurance companies included in the or 10, attach a supporting schedule thatOn the Schedule M-3, Parts II and III
consolidated U.S. income tax return, see provides the name, EIN (if applicable),for DS1, $1,000 is reported on Part II, line
instructions for Part I, lines 10a, 10b, 10c, end of year profit-sharing percentage (if28 and line 30, in both columns (a) and
and 11.) applicable), end of year loss-sharing(d). On G’s Schedule M-3, Parts II and III,

percentage (if applicable), and theFor any intercompany dividends zero is reported on Part II, line 30, in both
amount reported in column (a), (b), (c), or(dividends received from includible columns (a) and (d). On the consolidation
(d) of lines 9 or 10, as applicable.corporations listed on Form 851) included eliminations Schedule M-3, Parts II and

on Part II, line 7, report on an attached III, on Part II, line 8 and line 30, the Example 12. U.S. property andsupporting schedule for Part II, line 7 (1) minority interest elimination for the U.S. casualty insurance company H is athe name of the dividend payer, (2) the consolidated tax group is reported as calendar year taxpayer that was requiredpayer’s EIN, (3) the class of stock or ($100) in column (a), $100 in column (c), to file Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax yearsecurity on which the dividends were and $0 in column (d). and is required to file Schedule M-3 for itspaid, (4) the amount of any net On the Schedule M-3, Parts II and III 2009 tax year. H has an investment in aadjustment included on Part I, line 10a, for the U.S. consolidated tax group, on U.S. partnership USP. H prepares annualfor such dividends, and (5) the amounts Part II, line 8, Minority interest for statements in accordance with SAP. In itsfor columns (a) through (d). includible corporations, ($100) is reported annual statement, H treats the difference
For any dividends included on Part II, in column (a), $100 in column (c), and $0 between annual statement net income

line 7, that are not intercompany in column (d). On Part II, line 28, the U.S. and taxable income from its investment in
dividends (dividends received from consolidated tax group reports $1,000 in USP as a permanent difference. For its
includible corporations listed on Form both columns (a) and (d). As a result, 2009 tax year, H’s annual statement net
851) that are received on classes of financial statement net income on Part II, income includes $10,000 of income
voting stock in which the corporation line 30, column (a), will total $900, net attributable to its share of USP’s net
directly or indirectly owned 10% or more permanent differences on Part II, line 30, income. H’s Schedule K-1 from USP
of the outstanding shares of that class at column (c), will total $100, and taxable reports $5,000 of ordinary income, $7,000
any time during the tax year, report on an income on line 30, column (d), will total of long-term capital gains, $4,000 of
attached supporting schedule for Part II, $1,000. charitable contributions, and $200 of
line 7 (1) the name of the dividend payer, section 179 expense. H must report onLine 9. Income (Loss) From U.S.(2) the payer’s EIN (if applicable), (3) the Part II, line 9, $10,000 in column (a), aPartnerships and Line 10.class of voting stock on which the permanent difference of ($2,200) in

Income (Loss) From Foreigndividend was paid, (4) the percentage of column (c), and $7,800 in column (d).
the class directly or indirectly owned, and Partnerships

Example 13. Same facts as Example(5) the amounts for columns (a) through For any interest owned by the corporation 12 except that corporation H’s charitable(d). or a member of the U.S. consolidated tax contribution deduction is whollygroup that is treated as an investment in aLine 8. Minority Interest for attributable to its partnership interest inpartnership for U.S. income tax purposesIncludible Corporations USP and is limited to $90 pursuant to(other than an interest in a disregarded section 170(b)(2) due to other investmentReport on line 8, column (a), the minority entity), report amounts on Part II, line 9 or losses incurred by H. In its financialinterest included in the income statement 10, as described below: statements, H treated this limitation as aincome (loss) on Part I, line 11, for any 1.  In column (a) the sum of the temporary difference. H must not reportmember of the U.S. consolidated tax corporation’s distributive share of income the charitable contribution limitation ofgroup that is less than 100% owned. or loss from a U.S. or foreign partnership $3,910 ($4,000 -$90) on Part II, line 9. HExample 11. Property and casualty that is included in Part I, line 11; must report the limitation on Part III, lineinsurance company G is a calendar year 2. In column (b) or (c), as applicable, 20, and report the disallowed charitabletaxpayer that was required to file except for amounts described in item 4, contributions of ($3,910) in columns (b)Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is below, the sum of all differences, if any, and (d).required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009 attributable to the corporation’s
tax year. G owns 90% of the stock of U.S. distributive share of income or loss from a Line 11. Income (Loss) Fromcorporation DS1. G files a consolidated U.S. or foreign partnership; and Other Pass-Through EntitiesU.S. income tax return with DS1 as the 3. In column (d), except for amounts

For any interest in a pass-through entityGDS1 U.S. consolidated group. G described in item 4, below, the sum of all
(other than an interest in a partnershipprepares certified SAP/GAAP financial amounts of income, gain, loss, or
reportable on Part II, line 9 or 10, asstatements for the consolidated financial deduction attributable to the corporation’s
applicable) owned by a member of thestatement group consisting of G and DS1. distributive share of income or loss from a
U.S. consolidated tax group (other thanG has no net income of its own, and G U.S. or foreign partnership (i.e., the sum
an interest in a disregarded entity), reportdoes not report its equity interest in the of all amounts reportable on the
the following on line 11:income of DS1 on its separate financial corporation’s Schedule(s) K-1 received

statements. DS1 has financial statement 1. In column (a) the sum of thefrom the partnership (if applicable)),
net income (before minority interests) and corporation’s distributive share of incomewithout regard to any limitations
taxable income of $1,000 ($2,500 of or loss from the pass-through entity that iscomputed at the partner level (e.g.,
revenue less $1,500 cost of goods sold). included in Part I, line 11;limitations on utilization of charitable

2. In column (b) or (c), as applicable,On the consolidated Schedule M-3, contributions, capital losses, and interest
except for amounts described in item 4,Part I, line 4a, Worldwide consolidated expense).
below, the sum of all differences, if any,net income (loss) per income statement, 4.  Do not report on Part II, line 9 or
attributable to the pass-through entity;and on line 11, Net income (loss) per 10, as applicable, any portion of a
andincome statement of includible corporation’s deduction under section 199

corporations, the U.S. consolidated tax (income attributable to domestic 3. In column (d), except for amounts
group GDS1 must report $900 of financial production activities) even if some or all of described in item 4, below, the sum of all
statement net income ($1,000 net income the corporation’s deduction under section taxable amounts of income, gain, loss, or
less $100 minority interest). 199 is attributable to a partnership deduction reportable on the corporation’s
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Schedules K-1 received from the 2. The name and reportable transaction described in Regulations
pass-through entity (if applicable); transaction or tax shelter registration section 1.6011-4(b)(4). This reportable

4. Do not report on Part II, line 11, any number, if applicable, as reported on lines transaction is the only reportable
portion of a corporation’s deduction under 1a and 1c, respectively, of Form 8886; transaction for K’s 2009 tax year and
section 199 (income attributable to and results in a $7 million capital loss for both
domestic production activities) even if 3. The type of reportable transaction statutory accounting purposes and U.S.
some or all of the corporation’s deduction (i.e., listed transaction, confidential income tax purposes. Although the
under section 199 is attributable to an transaction, transaction with contractual transaction does not result in a difference,
interest in a pass-through entity held by protection, etc.) as reported on line 2 of K is required to report on Part II, line 12,
the corporation. A corporation must report Form 8886. the following amounts: ($7 million) in
its deduction under section 199 only on column (a), zero in columns (b) and (c),If a transaction is a listed transactionPart III, line 37. and ($7 million) in column (d). Thedescribed in Regulations section transaction will be adequately disclosed if1.6011-4(b)(2), the description also mustFor each pass-through entity reported K attaches a supporting schedule for lineinclude the description provided on line 3on line 11, attach a supporting schedule 12 that (a) sequentially numbers the Formof Form 8886. In addition, if the reportablethat provides that entity’s name, EIN (if 8886 and refers to the sequentiallytransaction involves an investment in theapplicable), the property and casualty numbered Form 8886-X1 and (b) reportstransaction through another entity such asinsurance company’s end of year the applicable amounts required for linea partnership, the description mustprofit-sharing percentage (if applicable), 12, columns (a) through (d). Alternatively,include the name and EIN (if applicable)the property and casualty insurance the transaction will be adequatelyof that entity as reported on line 5 of Formcompany’s end of year loss-sharing disclosed if the supporting statement for8886.percentage (if applicable), and the line 12 includes a description of the

Example 14.  Property and casualtyamounts reported by the property and transaction, the name and tax shelter
insurance company J is a calendar yearcasualty insurance company in column registration number, if any, and the type
taxpayer that was required to file(a), (b), (c), or (d) of line 11, as of reportable transaction disclosed on
Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and isapplicable. Form 8886.
required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009

Line 13. Interest IncomeLine 12. Items Relating to tax year. J incurred seven different
Reportable Transactions Report on Part II, line 13, column (a), theabandonment losses during its 2009 tax

total amount of interest income includedyear. One loss of $12 million results fromAny amounts attributable to any
on Part I, line 11, and report on Part II,a reportable transaction described inreportable transactions (as described in
line 13, column (d), the total amount ofRegulations section 1.6011-4(b)(5),Regulations section 1.6011-4) must be
interest income included on Formanother loss of $5 million results from aincluded on Part II, line 12, regardless of
1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35 (orreportable transaction described inwhether the difference, or differences,
Schedule B, line 19, if applicable), that isRegulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4), andwould otherwise be reported elsewhere in
not required to be reported elsewhere onthe remaining five abandonment lossesPart II or Part III. Thus, if a taxpayer files
Schedule M-3. In columns (b) or (c), asare not reportable transactions. JForm 8886 for any reportable transaction
applicable, adjust for any amounts treateddiscloses the reportable transactionsdescribed in Regulations section
for U.S. income tax purposes as interestgiving rise to the $12 million and $51.6011-4, the amounts attributable to that
income that are treated as some othermillion losses on separate Forms 8886reportable transaction must be reported
form of income for statutory accountingand sequentially numbers them X1 andon Part II, line 12. In addition, all income
purposes, or vice versa. For example,X2, respectively. J must separately stateand expense amounts attributable to a
adjustments to interest income resultingand adequately disclose the $12 millionreportable transaction must be reported
from adjustments made in accordanceand $5 million losses on Part II, line 12.on Part II, line 12, columns (a) and (d)
with instructions for Part II, line 17, shouldThe $12 million loss and the $5 millioneven if there is no difference between the
be made in columns (b) and (c) of this lineloss will be adequately disclosed if Jannual statement amounts and the
13.attaches a supporting schedule for line 12taxable amounts.

that lists each of the sequentially Complete Part II of Form 8916-A.Each difference attributable to a numbered forms, Form 8886-X1 and Enter the amounts from line 6, columnsreportable transaction must be separately Form 8886-X2, and with respect to each (a) through (d) of Form 8916-A, onstated and adequately disclosed. A reportable transaction reports the Schedule M-3, Part II, line 13, columnsproperty and casualty insurance company appropriate amounts required for Part II, (a) through (d), as applicable. Attachwill be considered to have separately line 12, columns (a) through (d). Form 8916-A.stated and adequately disclosed a Alternatively, J’s disclosures will be Do not report on this line 13 or includereportable transaction on line 12 if the adequate if the description provided for on Form 8916-A amounts reported inproperty and casualty insurance company each loss on the supporting schedule accordance with the instructions for Partsequentially numbers each Form 8886 includes the names and reportable II, lines 9, 10, 11, 12, and 21.and lists by identifying number on the transaction or tax shelter registration
supporting schedule for Part II, line 12, numbers, if any, disclosed on the Line 14. Hedging Transactions
each sequentially numbered reportable applicable Form 8886, identifies the type Report on line 14, column (a), the nettransaction and the amounts required for of reportable transaction for the loss, and gain or loss from hedging transactionsPart II, line 12, columns (a) through (d). reports the appropriate amounts required included on Part I, line 11. Report in

for Part II, line 12, columns (a) throughIn lieu of the requirements of the column (d) the amount of taxable income
(d). J must report the losses attributablepreceding paragraph, a property and from hedging transactions as defined in
to the other five abandonment losses oncasualty insurance company will be section 1221(b)(2). Use columns (b) and
Part II, line 23e, regardless of whether aconsidered to have separately stated and (c) to report all differences caused by
difference exists for any or all of thoseadequately disclosed a reportable treating hedging transactions differently
abandonment losses.transaction if the property and casualty for statutory accounting purposes and for

insurance company attaches a supporting Example 15. Property and casualty U.S. income tax purposes. For example, if
schedule that provides the following for insurance company K is a calendar year a portion of a hedge is considered
each reportable transaction: taxpayer that was required to file ineffective under SAP but still is a valid

1. A description of the reportable Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is hedge under section 1221(b)(2), the
transaction disclosed on Form 8886 for required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009 difference must be reported on line 14.
which amounts are reported on Part II, tax year. K enters into a transaction with The hedge of a capital asset, which is not
line 12; contractual protection that is a reportable a valid hedge for U.S. income tax
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purposes but may be considered a hedge column (d), report the gross profit or and, effective for its 2009 tax year, N
for SAP purposes, must also be reported gross rental income for U.S. income tax receives IRS consent to change its
here. purposes. Interest income amounts for method of accounting for the depreciable

such transactions must be reported on fixed assets and begins using the properReport hedging gains and losses
Part II, line 13, Interest income, in column recovery period. The change in method ofcomputed under the mark-to-market
(a) or (d), as applicable. Depreciation accounting results in a positive sectionmethod of accounting on line 14 and not
expense for such transactions must be 481(a) adjustment of $100,000 that ison Part II, line 15.
reported on Part III, line 31, Depreciation, required to be spread over four tax years,

Line 15. Mark-to-Market Income in column (a) or (d), as applicable. Use beginning with the 2009 tax year. In its
columns (b) and (c) of Part II, lines 13 and annual statement, N treats the section(Loss)
17, and Part III, line 31, as applicable to 481(a) adjustment as a temporaryReport on line 15 any amount
report the differences between columns difference. N must report on Part II, linerepresenting the mark-to-market income
(a) and (d). 18, $25,000 in columns (b) and (d) for itsor loss for any securities held by a dealer

2009 tax year and each of thein securities, a dealer in commodities Example 16. Property and casualty subsequent three tax years (unless N ishaving made a valid election under insurance company M sells and leases otherwise required to recognize thesection 475(e), or a trader in securities or property to customers. M is a calendar remainder of the 481(a) adjustmentcommodities having made a valid election year taxpayer that was required to file earlier). N must not report the sectionunder section 475(f). “Securities” for Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is 481(a) adjustment on Part III, line 31.these purposes are securities described required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009
in section 475(c)(2) and section 475(e)(2). tax year. For statutory accounting Line 19. Income From a Special
“Securities” do not include any items purposes, M accounts for each Loss Discount Account
specifically excluded from sections transaction as a sale. For U.S. income tax Report on line 19 income recognized from475(c)(2) and 475(e)(2), such as certain purposes, each of M’s transactions must a subtraction from the Special Losscontracts to which section 1256(a) be treated as a lease. In its annual Discount Account under section 847(5).applies. statement, M treats the difference in the

statutory accounting and the U.S. income Line 20. Income RecognitionReport hedging gains and losses
tax treatment of these transactions ascomputed under the mark-to-market From Long-Term Contracts
temporary. During 2009, M reports in itsmethod of accounting on Part II, line 14, Report on line 20 the amount of net
annual statement $1,000 of sales andHedging transactions, and not on line 15. income or loss for financial statement
$700 of cost of goods sold with respect to purposes (or books and records, ifLine 16. Premium Income 2009 lease transactions. M receives applicable) or U.S. income tax purposes

Report on line 16, column (a), the amount periodic payments of $500 in 2009 with for any contract accounted for under a
of earned premiums included in Part I, respect to these 2009 transactions and long-term contract method of accounting.
line 11. Include on line 16, column (d), the similar transactions from prior years and
amount of earned premiums included on treats $400 as principal and $100 as Line 21. Original Issue Discount
Form 1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35 (or interest income. For statutory accounting and Other Imputed Interest
Schedule B, line 19, if applicable). purposes, M reports gross profit of $300 Report on line 21 any amounts of original
Complete columns (b) and (c), as ($1,000–$700) and interest income of issue discount (OID) and other imputed
appropriate. Attach a detailed schedule $100 from these transactions. For U.S. interest. The term “original issue discount
separately stating amounts included on income tax purposes, M reports $500 of and other imputed interest” includes, but
line 16 attributable to the change in (1) gross rental income (the periodic is not limited to:
advanced premiums, (2) earned but payments) and (based on other facts)

1. The excess of a debt instrument’sunbilled premiums, (3) retrospective $200 of depreciation deduction on the
stated redemption price at maturity overpremium accruals, (4) unearned property. On its 2009 Schedule M-3, M
its issue price, as determined underpremiums, and (5) other premium must report on Part II, line 13, $100 in
section 1273;accounts. column (a), ($100) in column (b), and

2. Amounts that are imputed interestzero in column (d). In addition, M mustLine 17. Sale Versus Lease (for on a deferred sales contract underreport on Part II, line 17, $300 of gross
section 483;Sellers and/or Lessors) profit in column (a), $200 in column (b),

3. Amounts treated as interest or OIDNote. Also see the instructions at Part and $500 of gross rental income in
under the stripped bond rules underIII, line 35, Purchase Versus Lease (for column (d). Lastly, M must report on Part
section 1286; andPurchasers and/or Lessees), on page 20. III, line 31, $200 in column (b) and (d).

4. Amounts treated as OID under the
Asset transfer transactions with below-market interest rate rules underLine 18. Section 481(a)

periodic payments characterized for section 7872.Adjustmentsstatutory accounting purposes as either a
With the exception of a section 481(a)sale or a lease may, under some Line 22. Reserved for Futureadjustment that is required to be reportedcircumstances, be characterized as the Useon Part II, line 12, for reportableopposite for tax purposes. If the

This line is reserved for future use. Do nottransactions, any difference between antransaction is treated as a lease, the
include any amounts on this line.income or expense item attributable to anseller/lessor reports the periodic

authorized (or unauthorized) change inpayments as gross rental income and Line 23a. Income Statement
method of accounting made for U.S.also reports depreciation expense or Gain/Loss on Sale, Exchange,income tax purposes that results in adeduction. If the transaction is treated as Abandonment, Worthlessness,section 481(a) adjustment must bea sale, the seller/lessor reports gross

or Other Disposition of Assetsreported on Part II, line 18, regardless ofprofit (sale price less cost of goods sold)
whether a separate line for that income or Other Than Pass-Throughfrom the sale of assets and reports the
expense item exists in Part II or Part III.periodic payments as payments of Entities

principal and interest income. Example 17. Property and casualty Report on line 23a, column (a), all gains
On Part II, line 17, column (a), report insurance company N is a calendar year and losses on the disposition of assets

the gross profit or gross rental income for taxpayer that was required to file except for gains and losses allocated to
statutory accounting purposes for all sale Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is the corporation from a pass-through entity
or lease transactions that must be given required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009 (e.g., on Schedule K-1) that are included
the opposite characterization for U.S. tax year. N was depreciating certain fixed in the net income (loss) per income
income tax purposes. On Part II, line 17, assets over an erroneous recovery period statement of includible corporations
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reported on Part I, line 11. Reverse the corporations A and B, that are included inLine 23g. Other Gain/Loss on
amount reported in column (a) in column P’s consolidated financial statements andDisposition of Assets
(b) or (c), as applicable. The in P’s consolidated U.S. income taxReport on line 23g any gains or lossescorresponding gains and losses for U.S. return. For financial statement purposes,from the sale or exchange of property thatincome tax purposes are reported on Part P, A, and B recognize revenue from theare not reported on lines 23b through 23f.II, lines 23b through 23g, as applicable. sale of inventory upon delivery to the

customer. For U.S. income tax purposes,Line 24. Capital Loss Limitation
P and A recognize such revenueLine 23b. Gross Capital Gains and Carryforward Used
consistent with the method used forFrom Schedule D, Excluding Report as a positive amount on line 24, financial statement purposes, whereas BAmounts From Pass-Through columns (b) or (c), as applicable, and (d) recognizes such revenue based upon

the excess of the net capital losses overEntities customer acceptance. P and A must
the net capital gains reported onReport on line 23b, gross capital gains report this revenue in column (a) and (d)
Schedule D, Capital Gains and Losses,reported on Schedule D, excluding capital on Part II, line 28. B must report the
by the corporation. For a U.S.gains from pass-through entities, which following on Part II, line 25: in column (a),
consolidated tax group, the Schedule M-3must be reported on Part II, lines 9, 10, or B’s revenue recognized in the financial
adjustment for the amount of the11, as applicable. statements based upon delivery to the
consolidated net capital loss that is customer; in column (d), B’s revenue
disallowed should not be made on the recognized for U.S. income tax purposesLine 23c. Gross Capital Losses separate consolidating Schedules M-3 of based upon customer acceptance; and inFrom Schedule D, Excluding the includible corporations, but on the column (b) or (c), as applicable, theAmounts From Pass-Through separate Schedule M-3 for consolidated difference between B’s revenueEntities, Abandonment Losses, eliminations (or on Form 8916 in the case recognized in its financial statements and
of a mixed group) as described underand Worthless Stock Losses in its U.S. taxable income.
Completion of Schedule M-3 and CertainReport on line 23c, gross capital losses
Allocations, Limitations, and Carryovers.reported on Schedule D, excluding capital Line 27. Total Expense/

losses from (a) pass-through entities, If the corporation utilizes a capital loss Deduction Items
which must be reported on Part II, lines 9, carryforward on Schedule D in the current Report on Part II, line 27, columns (a)10, or 11, as applicable; (b) abandonment tax year, report the carryforward utilized through (d), as applicable, the negative oflosses, which must be reported on Part II, as a negative amount on Part II, line 24, the amounts reported on Part III, line 39,line 23e; and (c) worthless stock losses, columns (b) or (c), as applicable, and columns (a) through (d). For example, ifwhich must be reported on Part II, line column (d). For a U.S. consolidated tax Part III, line 39, column (a), reflects an23f. Do not report on line 23c capital group, the Schedule M-3 adjustment for amount of $1 million, then report on Partlosses carried over from a prior tax year the amount of the consolidated capital II, line 27, column (a), ($1 million).and utilized in the current tax year. See loss carryforward should not be made on Similarly, if Part III, line 39, column (b),the instructions for Part II, line 24, the separate consolidating Schedules M-3 reflects an amount of ($50,000), thenregarding the reporting requirements for of the includible corporations, but on the report on Part II, line 27, column (b),capital loss carryovers utilized in the separate Schedule M-3 for consolidation $50,000.current tax year. eliminations (or on Form 8916 in the case

of a mixed group) as described under Line 28. Other Items With No
Completion of Schedule M-3 and CertainLine 23d. Net Gain/Loss DifferencesAllocations, Limitations, and Carryovers.Reported on Form 4797, Line If there is no difference between the17, Excluding Amounts From Line 25. Other Income (Loss) statutory accounting amount and the

Pass-Through Entities, taxable amount of an entire item ofItems With Differences
Abandonment Losses, and income, gain, loss, expense, or deductionSeparately state and adequately disclose

and the item is not described or includedWorthless Stock Losses on Part II, line 25, all items of income
in Part II, lines 1 through 25, or Part III,(loss) with differences that are notReport on line 23d the net gain or loss
lines 1 through 38, report the entireotherwise listed on Part II, lines 1 throughreported on line 17 of Form 4797, Sales
amount of the item in columns (a) and (d)24. Attach a schedule that itemizes theof Business Property, excluding amounts
of line 28. If a portion of an item oftype of income (loss) and the amount offrom (a) pass-through entities, which must
income, loss, expense, or deduction haseach item.be reported on Part II, lines 9, 10, or 11,
a difference and a portion of the itemas applicable; (b) abandonment losses, For insurance companies included in does not have a difference, do not reportwhich must be reported on Part II, line the consolidated U.S. income tax return, any portion of the item on line 28. Instead,23e; and (c) worthless stock losses, see instructions for Part I, lines 10a, 10b, report the entire amount of the item (i.e.,which must be reported on Part II, line 10c, and 11, and Part II, line 7, for both the portion with a difference and the23f. guidance on the treatment of portion without a difference) on the

intercompany dividends and statutory applicable line of Part II, lines 1 throughLine 23e. Abandonment Losses accounting. 25, or Part III, lines 1 through 38. See
Report on line 23e any abandonment Example 10 on page 13.If any “comprehensive income” as
losses, regardless of whether the loss is defined by Statement of Financial
characterized as an ordinary loss or a Line 29a. PC InsuranceAccounting Standards (SFAS) No. 130 is
capital loss. reported on this line, describe the item(s) Subgroup Reconciliation Totals

in detail. Examples of sufficiently detailed For filers other than a mixed group,Line 23f. Worthless Stock descriptions include “foreign currency combine lines 26 through 28 and skip
translation adjustments” and “gains andLosses lines 29b and 29c. On the
losses on available-for-sale securities.” sub-consolidated Schedule M-3 for aReport on line 23f any worthless stock

mixed group, combine lines 26 through 28loss, regardless of whether the loss is Whether an item of income (loss) is
and skip lines 29b and 29c. For thecharacterized as an ordinary loss or a reported on line 25, or is reported on Part
consolidated Schedule M-3 of a mixedcapital loss. Attach a schedule that II, line 28, is determined separately by
group, complete only lines 29a throughseparately states and adequately each member of the U.S. consolidated tax
29c and line 30 of Part II. Part III is notdiscloses each transaction that gives rise group and not at the U.S. consolidated
required for the consolidated Scheduleto a worthless stock loss and the amount tax group level. For example, U.S.
M-3 of a mixed group.of each loss. corporation P has two subsidiaries,
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A U.S. consolidated tax group mustLine 29b. 1120 Subgroup Line 10. Meals and
complete lines 1 through 6 in accordanceReconciliation Totals Entertainment
with the allocation of tax expense amongLine 29b is only used by mixed groups. Report on line 10, column (a), anythe members of the U.S. consolidated taxSee, Schedule M-3 Consolidation for amounts paid or accrued by the propertygroup in the financial statements (or itsMixed Groups (1120/L/PC), earlier. and casualty insurance company duringbooks and records, if applicable). If the the tax year for meals, beverages, andcurrent and deferred U.S., state, andLine 29c. Life Insurance entertainment that are accounted for inforeign income tax expense for the U.S. statutory accounting income, regardlessSubgroup Reconciliation Totals consolidated tax group (income tax of the classification, nomenclature, orLine 29c is only used by mixed groups. expense) is allocated among the terminology used for such amounts, andSee Schedule M-3 Consolidation for members of the U.S. consolidated tax regardless of how or where such amountsMixed Groups (1120/L/PC), earlier. group in the group’s financial statements are classified in the property and casualty
(or its books and records, if applicable), insurance company’s statutory incomeLine 30. Reconciliation Totals. then each member must report its statement or the income and expenseCombine Lines 29a through 29c allocated income tax expense on Part III, accounts maintained in the property and
lines 1 through 6, of that member’sIf a property and casualty insurance casualty insurance company’s books and
separate Schedule M-3. However, if thecompany that is not a mixed group records. Report only amounts not
income tax expense is not shared orchooses not to complete columns (a) and otherwise reportable elsewhere on

(d) of Parts II and III in the first tax year allocated among members of the U.S. Schedule M-3, Parts II and III.
the property and casualty insurance consolidated tax group but is retained in

Line 11. Fines and Penaltiescompany is required to file Schedule M-3 the parent corporation’s financial
(or for any year in which the property and statements (or books and records, if Report on line 11 any fines or similar
casualty insurance company voluntarily applicable), then amounts are reported penalties paid to a government or other
files Schedule M-3), Part II, line 30, is only on Part III, lines 1 through 6, of the authority for the violation of any law for
reconciled by the property and casualty parent’s separate Schedule M-3. which fines or penalties are assessed. All
insurance company (or, in the case of a fines and penalties expensed in statutory
U.S. consolidated tax group, on the accounting income (paid or accrued) mustLine 7. Foreign Withholding
group’s consolidated Schedule M-3) in be included on this line 11, column (a),Taxes
the following manner: regardless of the government or otherReport on line 7, column (a), the amount authority that imposed the fines or1. Report the amount from Part I, line of foreign withholding taxes included in penalties, regardless of whether the fines11, on Part II, line 30, column (a); financial accounting income on Part I, line and penalties are civil or criminal,2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1 through 11. If the property and casualty insurance regardless of the classification,29, columns (a) and (d); company is deducting foreign tax, use nomenclature, or terminology used for the3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a) column (b) or (c), as applicable, to correct fines or penalties by the imposingand (d); and for any difference between foreign authority in its actions or documents, and4. Report on Part II, line 30, column withholding tax included in statutory regardless of how or where the fines or(d), the sum of Part II, line 30, columns accounting net income and the amount of penalties are classified in the property(a), (b), and (c). foreign withholding taxes being deducted and casualty insurance company’s

in the return. If the property and casualty statutory income statement or the incomeNote. Mixed groups see Schedule M-3 insurance company is crediting foreign and expense accounts maintained in theConsolidation for Mixed Groups (1120/L/ withholding taxes against the U.S. income property and casualty insurancePC), earlier. tax liability, use column (b) or (c), as company’s books and records. Also
applicable, to negate the amount reported report on line 11, column (a), the reversal
in column (a). of any overaccrual of any amountPart III. Reconciliation of described in this paragraph. See section
Line 8. Stock Option Expense 162(f) for additional guidance.Net Income (Loss) per
Report on line 8, column (a), amounts Report on line 11, column (d), anyIncome Statement of expensed on Part I, line 11, net income, such amounts as described in the
that are attributable to all stock options. preceding paragraph that are includible inIncludible Corporations
Report on line 8, column (d), deduction taxable income, regardless of theWith Taxable Income per amounts attributable to all stock options. financial accounting period in which such

amounts were or are included in financialReturn—Expense/ Line 9. Other Equity-Based accounting net income. Complete
Deduction Items columns (b) and (c) as appropriate.Compensation
Note. Expense amounts that reduce Do not report on this Part III, line 11,Report on line 9 any amounts for
financial accounting income must be amounts required to be reported inequity-based compensation or
reported on Part III, column (a), as accordance with instructions for Part III,consideration that are reflected as
positive amounts. Deduction amounts that line 12.expenses for statutory accounting
reduce taxable income must be reported purposes (column (a)) or deducted in the Do not report on this Part III, line 11,on Part III, column (d), as positive U.S. income tax return (column (d)) other amounts recovered from insurers or anyamounts. Amounts reported on Part II, than amounts reportable elsewhere on other indemnitors for any fines andline 27, must be the negative of the Schedule M-3, Parts II and III (e.g., on penalties described above.amounts reported on Part III, line 36. Part III, line 8, for stock options expense). Line 12. Judgments, Damages,Examples of amounts reportable on line 9Lines 1 Through 6. Income Tax Awards, and Similar Costsinclude payments attributable to
Expense employee stock purchase plans (ESPPs), Report on line 12, column (a), the amount

phantom stock options, phantom stockIf the property and casualty insurance of any estimated or actual judgments,
units, stock warrants, stock appreciationcompany does not distinguish between damages, awards, settlements, and
rights, and restricted stock, regardless ofcurrent and deferred income tax expense similar costs, however named or
whether such payments are made toin its annual statement (or its books and classified, included in financial accounting
employees or non-employees, or asrecords, if applicable), report income tax income, regardless of whether the
payment for property or compensation forexpense as current income tax expense amount deducted was attributable to an
services.using lines 1, 3, and 5, as applicable. estimate of future anticipated payments or
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actual payments. Also report on line 12, Line 17. Deferred Line 22. Guarantee Fund
column (a), the reversal of any AssessmentsCompensation
overaccrual of any amount described in

Report on line 22 all special purpose andReport on line 17, column (a), anythis paragraph.
guaranty fund assessments accrued orcompensation expense included in the

Report on line 12, column (d), any deducted for the taxable year.net income (loss) amount reported in Part
such amounts as are described in the I, line 11, that is not deductible for U.S. Line 23. Current Yearpreceding paragraph that are includible in income tax purposes in the current tax

Acquisition or Reorganizationtaxable income, regardless of the year and that was not reported elsewhere
statutory accounting period in which such Investment Banking Feeson Schedule M-3. Report on line 17,
amounts were or are included in statutory column (d), any compensation deductible Report on line 23 any investment banking
accounting net income. Complete in the current tax year that was not fees paid or incurred in connection with a
columns (b) and (c), as appropriate. included in the net income (loss) amount taxable or tax-free acquisition of property

reported in Part I, line 11, for the current (e.g., stock or assets) or a tax-freeDo not report on this Part III, line 12,
tax year and that is not reportable reorganization. Report on this line anyamounts required to be reported in
elsewhere on Schedule M-3. For investment banking fees incurred at anyaccordance with instructions for Part III,
example, report originations and reversals stage of the acquisition or reorganizationline 11.
of deferred compensation subject to process including, for example, fees paidDo not report on this Part III, line 12, section 409A on line 17. or incurred to evaluate whether toamounts recovered from insurers or any

investigate an acquisition, fees to conductother indemnitors for any judgments,
an actual investigation, and fees toLine 19. Charitable Contributiondamages, awards, or similar costs
consummate the acquisition. Also includeof Intangible Propertydescribed above.
on this line 23 investment banking feesReport on line 19 any charitable incurred in connection with the liquidationLine 13. Parachute Payments contribution of intangible property, for of a subsidiary, a spin-off of a subsidiary,Report on line 13, column (a), the total example, contributions of: or an initial public stock offering.expense included in statutory accounting • Intellectual property, patents (including

net income on Part I, line 11, that is Line 24. Current Yearany amounts of additional contributions
subject to section 280G. Report in column allowable by virtue of income earned by Acquisition or Reorganization(b) or (c), as applicable, the amount of donees subsequent to the year of Legal and Accounting Feesnondeductible parachute payments donation), copyrights, trademarks; Report on line 24 any legal andpursuant to section 280G, and report in • Securities (including stocks and their accounting fees paid or incurred incolumn (d), the deductible amount of derivatives, stock options, and bonds); connection with a taxable or tax-freecompensation after any excess parachute • Conservation easements (including acquisition of property (e.g., stock orpayment limitations under section 280G.

scenic easements or air rights); assets) or tax-free reorganization. ReportIf a payment is subject to limitation under
on this line any legal and accounting fees• Railroad rights of way;both sections 162(m) and 280G, report
incurred at any stage of the acquisition orthe total payment on this line 13. • Mineral rights; and
reorganization process including, for• Other intangible property.Line 14. Compensation With example, fees paid or incurred to evaluate

Section 162(m) Limitation whether to investigate an acquisition, feesLine 20. Charitable Contribution to conduct an actual investigation, andReport on line 14, column (a), the total Limitation/Carryforward fees to consummate the acquisition. Alsoamount of non-performance-based
Report as a negative amount on this line include on this line legal and accountingcurrent compensation expense for the
20, columns (b), (c), and (d), as fees incurred in connection with thecorporate officers to whom section 162
applicable, the excess of charitable liquidation of a subsidiary, a spin-off of a(m) applies. Report in column (b) or (c),
contributions made during the tax year subsidiary, or an initial public stockas applicable, the nondeductible amount
over the amount of the charitable offering.of current compensation in excess of $1
contribution limitation amount.million ($500,000 if the corporation Line 25. Current Year

receives or has received financial Acquisition/ReorganizationIf the corporation utilizes a contributionassistance under the Treasury Asset
carryforward in the current tax year, Other CostsRelief Program (TARP)). Report the
report the carryforward utilized as a Report on line 25 any other fees paid ordeductible compensation in column (d). If
positive amount on columns (b), (c), and incurred in connection with a taxable ora payment is subject to limitation under
(d), as applicable. tax-free acquisition of property (e.g., stockboth sections 162(m) and 280G, report

or assets) or a tax-free reorganization notthe total payment on Part III, line 13, When a consolidated income tax otherwise reportable on Schedule M-3Parachute payments. See Regulations return is being filed, Schedule M-3 (e.g., Part III, line 23 or 24). Report onsection 1.162-27(g) for the interaction adjustments for the amount of charitable this line any fees paid or incurred at anybetween sections 162(m) and 280G. contributions in excess of the limitation, or stage of the acquisition or reorganizationfor charitable contribution carryforwardLine 15. Pension and process including, for example, fees paidutilized, should not be made on theProfit-Sharing or incurred to evaluate whether toseparate consolidating Schedules M-3 of investigate an acquisition, fees to conductReport on line 15 any amounts the includible corporations, but on the an actual investigation, and fees toattributable to the property and casualty separate consolidating Schedule M-3 for consummate the acquisition. Also includeinsurance company’s pension plans, consolidation eliminations (or on Form on this line 25 other acquisition/profit-sharing plans, and any other 8916 in the case of a mixed group) as reorganization costs incurred inretirement plans. described under Completion of Schedule connection with the liquidation of aM-3 and Certain Allocations, Limitations,Line 16. Other Post-Retirement subsidiary, a spin-off of a subsidiary, orand Carryovers.Benefits an initial public stock offering.
Report on line 16 any amounts Line 26. Amortization ofLine 21. Write-Off of Premiumattributable to other post-retirement Acquisition, Reorganization,Receivablesbenefits not otherwise includible on Part

and Start-Up CostsReport on line 21 the amount of premiumIII, line 15, for example, retiree health and
receivables written-off rather than on linelife insurance coverage, dental coverage, Report on line 26 amortization of
32.etc. acquisition, reorganization, and start-up
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costs. For purposes of column (b), (c), transaction as a temporary difference.Line 33. Deduction From a
and (d), include amounts amortizable During 2009, X reports in its annualSpecial Loss Discount Account
under section 167, 195, or 248. statement $1,000 of gross rental expense

Report on line 33 the deduction for that, for U.S. income tax purposes, is
additions to the Special Loss Discount recharacterized as a $700 payment ofLine 27. Amortization/ Account under section 847(4). principal and a $300 payment of interest,Impairment of Goodwill,

accompanied by a depreciation deductionLine 34. Corporate Owned LifeInsurance in Force, and Ceding
of $1,200 (based on other facts). On itsInsurance PremiumsCommissions 2009 Schedule M-3, X must report the

Report on line 34 all amounts ofReport on line 27 amortization of goodwill, following on Part III, line 35: column (a)
insurance premiums attributable to anyinsurance in force and ceding $1,000, its statutory accounting gross
life insurance policy if the insurancecommissions or amounts attributable to rental expense; column (b), ($1,000); and
company is directly or indirectly athe impairment of goodwill, insurance in column (d), zero. On Part III, line 36, X
beneficiary under the policy or if the policyforce and ceding commissions. Attach a reports zero in column (a) and $300 in
has a cash value. Report in column (d)schedule separately stating the amounts columns (b) and (d) for the interest
the amount of the premiums that arefor each item. deduction. On Part III, line 31, X reports
deductible for federal income tax zero in column (a) and $1,200 in columns
purposes.Line 28. Other Amortization or (b) and (d) for the depreciation deduction.

Impairment Write-Offs Line 35. Purchase Versus Lease Line 36. Interest Expense
Report on line 28 any amortization or (for Purchasers and/or Report on Part III, line 36, column (a), theimpairment write-offs not otherwise Lessees) total amount of interest expense includedincludible on Schedule M-3. Note: Also see the instructions for on Part I, line 11, and report on Part III,

sellers and/or lessors in the instructions line 36, column (d), the total amount ofLine 29. Discounting of Unpaid for Part II, line 17. interest expense included on FormLosses (Section 846) 1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35 (orAsset transfer transactions withReport on line 29, column (a), the change Schedule B, line 19, if applicable), that isperiodic payments characterized forin liability for unpaid losses and loss not reported elsewhere on Schedule M-3statutory accounting purposes as either aadjustment expense net of reinsurance as in accordance with the next paragraph. Inpurchase or a lease may, under someincluded in Part 1, line 11. Report in columns (b) or (c), as applicable, adjustcircumstances, be characterized as thecolumn (d) the amount of change in the for any amounts treated for U.S. incomeopposite for tax purposes.same liability valued for tax purposes tax purposes as interest expense that are
If a transaction is treated as a lease,included in the taxable income on Form treated as some other form of expense for

the purchaser/lessee reports the periodic1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35 (or statutory accounting purposes, or vice
payments as gross rental expense. If theSchedule B, line 19, if applicable). Do not versa. For example, adjustments to
transaction is treated as a purchase, theinclude paid losses on this line 29. interest expense resulting from
purchaser/lessee reports the periodicIndicate amounts in columns (b) and (c), adjustments made in accordance with
payments as payments of principal andas appropriate. Attach a schedule instructions for Part III, line 35, Purchase
interest and also reports depreciationsupporting columns (b) and (c) that versus lease (for purchasers and/or
expense or deduction with respect to theidentifies the beginning and end of the lessees), should be made in columns (b)
purchased asset.taxable year amounts of discounting as and (c), as applicable, on this line 36.

required by IRC section 846. Include any Report in column (a), gross rent Complete Part III of Form 8916-A.other differences between columns (a) expense for a transaction treated as a Enter the amounts from line 5, columnsand (d) by separate title as well as lease for statutory accounting purposes (a) through (d) of Form 8916-A, onbeginning and end of tax year amounts. but as a sale for U.S. income tax Schedule M-3, Part III, line 36, columns
purposes. Report in column (d), gross (a) through (d), as applicable. AttachLine 30. Reduction of Loss rental deductions for a transaction treated Form 8916-A.
as a lease for U.S. income tax purposesDeduction (Section

Do not report on Form 8916-A and thisbut as a purchase for statutory accounting832(b)(5)(B)) line 36 amounts reported in accordancepurposes. Report interest expense forReport the proration adjustment required with the instructions for Part II, lines 9, 10,such transactions on Part III, line 36, inby section 832(b)(5)(B) as a negative 11, and 12.column (a) or (d), as applicable. Reportamount on line 30, column (d). Report depreciation expense or deductions for Line 37. Domestic Productionamounts in column (b) and (c), as such transactions on Part III, line 31, inappropriate. Do not enter an amount on Activities Deductioncolumn (a) or (d), as applicable. Useline 30, column (a). Report on Part III, line 37, column (d), thecolumns (b) and (c) of Part III, lines 31,
amount of the domestic production35, and 36, as applicable, to report theLine 31. Depreciation activities deduction under section 199 thatdifferences between column (a) and (d)
is included in taxable income on FormReport on line 31 any depreciation for such recharacterized transactions.
1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35. Completeexpense that is not required to be Example 18. U.S. property and columns (b) and (c), as appropriate. Doreported elsewhere on Schedule M-3 casualty insurance company X acquired not report any portion of the company’s(e.g., on Part II, lines 9, 10, or 11). property in a transaction that, for statutory domestic production activities deductionaccounting purposes, X treats as a lease. on any other line of Schedule M-3.Line 32. Bad Debt Expense and X is a calendar year taxpayer that was

Agency Balances Written Off required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2008 Line 38. Other Expense/
Report on line 32, column (a), any tax year and is required to file Schedule Deduction Items With
amounts attributable to an allowance for M-3 for its 2009 tax year. Because of its Differences
uncollectible accounts receivable or terms, the transaction is treated for U.S.

Report on Part III, line 38, all items ofactual write-offs of accounts receivable income tax purposes as a purchase and
expense/deduction that are not otherwiseincluded in Part I, line 11. Also report on X must treat the periodic payments it
listed on Part III, lines 1 through 37.this line agency balances written off per makes partially as payment of principal

the annual statement. Report in column and partially as payment of interest. In its Whether an expense/deduction item is
(d) the amount of bad debt expense annual statement, X treats the difference reported on this line 38, or reported on
deductible for federal income tax between the statutory accounting and Part II, line 28, is determined separately
purposes in accordance with section 166. U.S. income tax treatment of this by each member of the U.S. consolidated
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tax group and not at the U.S. Report on line 38, column (a), Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year and is
consolidated tax group level. For expenses included in net income reported required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2009
example, U.S. corporation P has two on Part I, line 11, that are related to tax year. On July 1 of each year, Q has a
subsidiaries, A and B, that are included in reserves and contingent liabilities. Report fixed liability for its annual insurance
P’s consolidated financial statements and on line 38, column (d), amounts related to premiums on its home office building that
in P’s consolidated U.S. income tax liabilities for reserves and contingent provides a 12-month coverage period
return. For financial statement purposes, liabilities that are deductible in the current beginning July 1 through June 30. In
P, A, and B recognize real estate tax tax year for U.S. income tax purposes. addition, Q historically prepays 12 months
expense when accrued. For U.S. income Examples of items that must be reported of advertising expense on July 1. On July
tax purposes, P and A recognize such on line 38 include restructuring reserves, 1, 2009, Q prepays its insurance premium
expense consistent with the method used reserves for discontinued operations, and of $500,000 and advertising expenses of
for financial statement purposes, whereas reserves for acquisitions and dispositions. $800,000. For statutory accounting
B recognizes such deduction based on a Only report on line 38 items that are not purposes, Q capitalizes and amortizes the
method different from that used for required to be reported elsewhere on prepaid insurance and advertising over 12
financial statement purposes. P and A Schedule M-3, Parts II and III. months. For U.S. income tax purposes, Q
must report this expense/deduction in deducts the insurance premium whenThe schedule of details attached to the
column (a) and (d) on Part II, line 28. B paid and amortizes the advertising overreturn for line 38 must separately state
must report the following on Part III, line the 12-month period. In its annualand adequately disclose the nature and
38: in column (a), B’s expense recognized statement, Q treats the differencesamount of the expense related to each
in the financial statements when accrued; attributable to the financial accountingreserve and/or contingent liability. The
in column (d), B’s real estate tax expense treatment and U.S. income tax treatmentappropriate level of disclosure depends
recognized for U.S. income tax purposes; of the prepaid insurance and advertisingupon each taxpayer’s operational activity
and in column (b) or (c), as applicable, as temporary differences. Q mustand the nature of its accounting records.
the difference between B’s real estate tax separately state and adequately discloseFor example, if a property and casualty
expense in its financial statements and its on Part III, line 38, its prepaid insuranceinsurance company’s net income amount
real estate tax deduction recognized for premium and report $250,000 in columnreported in the income statement includes
U.S. income tax purposes. (a) ($500,000/12 months times 6 months),anticipated expenses for a discontinued

$250,000 in column (b), and $500,000 inComprehensive income. If any operation as a single amount, and its
column (d). Q must also separately state“comprehensive income” as defined by general ledger or other books, records,
and adequately disclose on Part II, lineSFAS No. 130 is reported on this line, and workpapers provide details for the
28, its prepaid advertising and reportdescribe the item(s) in detail as, for anticipated expenses under more
$400,000 in columns (a) and (d).example, “foreign currency translation explanatory and defined categories such

adjustments” and “gains and losses on as employee termination costs, lease Line 39. Total Expense/
available-for-sale securities.” cancellation costs, loss on sale of Deduction Itemsequipment, etc., a supporting scheduleReserves and contingent liabilities. Report on Part II, line 27, columns (a)that lists those categories of expensesReport on line 38 amounts related to the though (d), as applicable, the negative ofand their details will satisfy thechange in each reserve or contingent the amounts reported on Part III, line 39,requirement to separately state andliability that is not required to be reported columns (a) through (d), as applicable.adequately disclose. In order toelsewhere on Schedule M-3. For Report positive amounts as negative andseparately state and adequately discloseexample: (1) amounts relating to changes negative amounts as positive. Forthe employee termination costs, it is notin reserves for litigation must be reported example, if Part III, line 39, column (a),required that an anticipated terminationon Part III, line 12, Judgments, damages, reflects an amount of $1 million, thencost amount be listed for each employee,awards, and similar costs; and (2) report on Part II, line 27, column (a), ($1or that each asset (or category of asset)amounts relating to changes in reserves million). Similarly, if Part III, line 39,be listed along with the anticipated lossfor uncollectible accounts receivable must column (b), reflects an amount ofon disposition.be reported on Part III, line 32, Bad debt ($50,000), then report on Part II, line 27,expense and/or agency balances written Example 19. Property and casualty column (b), $50,000.off. (See Example 9 and Example 19.) insurance company Q is a calendar year

Report on Part III, line 38, the taxpayer that was required to file
amortization of various items of prepaid
expense, such as prepaid subscriptions
and license fees, prepaid insurance, etc.
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